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post trader at Pueblo Bonito population and
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Independence
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on the Navajo Reservation, was found percentage of negroes is 4.2 In the
to 14, but of pei'Bons from 15 to 20
copper and gold and averages $12 per
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and 0.8 in the rural.
ton.
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reLate
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assays
cent
gold
per
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inclusive,
ing the libeling of fraternal and reliSex.
the ore of the Merry Bird. Besides
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as attending school In urban
gious associations was vetoed. It Is
In the total population of the state ported
the claims mentioned are the Buck-born- , class and
have been postponed to the next term.
cent
37.1
as
communities
per
against
special legislation and very
the Pearl and the Knickerbock loosely drawn.
The term of court hold was a very there are 1,383,295 males and 1,317,- in rural.
5S1 females, or 105 males to each 100
treatment.
Grant County,
er mines. The crying need of this
good one and the docket was practical- females. In 1900 the ratio was 104.4
Illiteracy.
Bill
Senate
No. 174,
nevr
cars of ore
There were thirty-on- e
Eddy County,
camp is a custom mill and cyanide Industries and new exempting
ly cleared by Judge E. C. Abbott who to 100.
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native whites the raAmong
week.
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from
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Oil
The
shipped
and
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plant.
made a splendid record on the bench.
Valey
3.1 per cent of the
taxation for six years was vetoed betio Is 102.3;
foreign born state, representing
Tlob Anderson is again working the cause it Is too
Lincoln County.
pany is making arrangements to drill
Another term of court will be held whites 156.4. Inamong
sweeping in 1U provithe total urban pop total population 10 years of age and
on
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Wm.
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Ave
work
for
Is
on
or
Franklin
about
six
oil
about
south
doing
six
miles
this fall at Aztec.
Apache mine,
holdings
sions. The exemption would not aculation there are 102.5 males to 100 over, as compared with 4.6 per cent In
for
the
Revenue
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Collector
E.
of
to
miles
at
ore
south
of
Artesia.
J.
and
Is
Hachlta,
(list
Bhlpplng
complish the beneficent purpose for
Federal Court,
females, as compared with 106.8 In the 1900. The percentage of illiteracy
2.1 Company of Chicago. There Is some
head driller, and his assistant, El Paso. This Is the only steady pro- which it should be granted.
11.7 among foreign born whites,
A motion to remand to the district rural population.
In
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claim.
the
ore
in
mine
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A.
the
district.
of
The
good
C.
very
both
sight
ducing
13.7
Mu!lin,
and
Texas,
native
Senate Substitute for House Bill No.
Houston,
among
among
whites,
court In Socorro county, was argued
State of Birth.
Littel Brothers are doing some work are on the ground awaiting the arrival deposits have been almost continuous- 2, to provide for the
paving of the
today before Federal Judge William
Of the total native population, that negroes.
For ail classes combined, the per on the Summit claim with good pros- of two cars of pipe that have been ly worked by Anderson or his lessees streets around the state buildings at
H. Pope, In the case of the Central Is, population born In the United
30 years. In the early days Santa Fe.
The measure is unnecesshipped from Pittsburg, Pa. The com- for nearly
Klectrlo Company vs. The Socorro States, 79.9 per cent were born in In centage of Illiterates Is about the pects In sight.
he used to fight the Apaches and was sary, does not carry out the Intent of
Grant County.
pany will put down a 13 inch hole
Electric Company, et al. Decree wos diana and 20.1 percent in other states same In urban communities as in
The Btrike troubles of the Chlno 600 feet, a 10 Inch hole 1000 feet and shot through the leg by an Apache's the introducer and provision has
signed and Judgment Issued in the diana and 20.1 per cent In other states rural communities, 3 and 3.1, respecarrow. At first rich horn silver ore
been made between the state
case of C. 0. Conner, minor, et al, vs and of the native negro, 58.1 per cent. tively, but the percentages for native Copper company, at Santa Rita, have a six Inch hole 1500 feet If necessary
whites and for negroes are higher in been settled, and work Is proceeding making a hole 3100 feet. As oil in was shipped, but for the past few and the property owners and the city
A. T. & S. F. Railway Company, for Persons
born outside the state const! rural communities than in urban com as usual.
main product has been a to do the work
the
years
Several of the strikers, small quantities has been struck at a
provided for in the
$3,000.
tute a much larger proportion of the munities, while the percentage for
low grade oxidized copper ore, rich in bill.
with their families, left Santa Rita, depth of about 1000 feet in the vici
In the bankruptcy case of Prentiss, native
in urban than in ruhence in good demand at
calclte
and
population
Is
lower.
Bill
Senate
No.
born
whites
1S4, the Crampton
slightly
foreign
but their places have been filled by nity of where this company will drill,
Jamison, Stnggs of Roswell, an order ral communities.
For persons from 10 to 20, whose new men. The unions refused to up- the company feels confident It will the smelters. He has several teams Primary Election Bill, was vetoed be
of notice for discbarge was issued,
to
ore
the Hachlta cause it would deprive the six south
Foreign Nationalities.
literacy largely depends upon present hold the strikers and those who re- And oil in large quantities at the constantly hauling
pre platform. In the same range Is eastern counties of New Mexico of
Of the foreign born white population school facilities and school attend fused to return to work left the
to make.
Mrs. Lela Love, wife of Wiley Love,
expect
they
depth
which
the
has
Daisy,
produced $S,000. the direct primaries which they alof Indiana, persons born In Germany ance, the percentage of illiteracy is
a fnrmer living near Covena, Ga., says:
camp. For several months Madam
Santa Fe County.
Southeast of the Apache mine Is the ready have adopted.
39 per cent; Hungary 9; very slight, only 0.6.
represent
Rumor
has been working overtime
"I have taken Foley Kidney Pills and Austria
The Santa Fe Gold and Copper Com Sierra Rica district, near the corner
House Bill No. 2S7, the Campbell
7.4; Ireland 7.1; England 6.1;
Marital Condition.
find them to be all you claim for them
getting out news of resumption of pany has unloaded at Stanley the of the "jog" on the International line. law providing for the
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advertising ot
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me
the
age
work
years
almost instant relief en
at Tyrone by the Chemung peo- past week a new stationary engine Volney Rector, miner and banker, estrays in
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3.2; Scotland 2.1; all other coun- over 34
e
when my kidneys were sluggish and
per cent of the males are
ple, and her latest Is that a large force and dynamo, two new boilers and owns the International, a rich silver- - because it would compel those Inter11.8.
Of the total white stock of
tries
and 26.2 per cent of the females. or men win tie put at work by the standplpeB, two cars of lumber and lead
Inactive. I can cheerfully recommend
which includes personB
mine, also the Eagle and other ested to take a paper in each county
The percentage married is 59.8 for first of next
them to all sufferers from kidney foreign origin, and
month. George Utter 0ne car of brick, galvanized storage claims. Below him Ib the Nutshell
lu which estrays might be found, inabroad
all natives having
born
62.3 for females;
and the has about
males
and
troubles." For sal by all druggists.
to
e
the
tank. Leo M. Rachor, with the
machinery
placed
copper mine, and Just over the line stead of as now, taking one paper conone or both parents born abrosd, Ger
widowed 6.1 and 10.4 repercentage
will
zinc
and
he
be
in
his
mines
Hell
Mexico the copper
of
ley Engine Company, made the first
plant
taining all the estray sdvertlsements.
many contributed 51.8 per cent; Ire
The percentage divorced
GRASS WIDOWERS GET
The rate also is doubled over what it
operating with a large force of men trip with the new Rumley oil pull trac-soo- and Magoffin.
land 10.4; England 6.8; Hungary 3.7; spectively.
0.8 and 0.9, respectively, are believed
tlon
EVEN WITH THEIR WIVES
contracts
two
to
He
has
from
San
years
engine
Austria 3.5; Canada 3.3; Russia 2.9; to be too
Stanley
In the PeloncilJo range southwest is now,
small, because of the proba
Senate Bill No. 91, creating the offor all the zinc concentrates dro. The engine Is working satisfac-h- e of Hachlta, John A. Frledenbloom and
Sweden 2.3; Scotland 2.1; Switzerland
divorced
that
persons
bility
many
fice of district clerks was vetoed becan produce and his operations torlly and is making regular trips
J. A. Jaeger are working a zinc-lea- d
Demlng, N. M., June IB. The follow- 2; France 1.8; Italy 1.8.
clnsB themselves as single or widowed.
silver claim and sacking ore for ship cause of the political intent of one
ing leave tomorrow for Los Angeles
quite an addition to the mining tween Stanley and San Pedro. In
Voting and Militia Ages,
That the percentage single is so
of the clauses.
Some of the district
and other points in California to spend
of this section, his monthly dltlon there are ten or twelve teams ment,
The total number of males 21 years much smaller for women than for men
judges protested against It.
W- - constantly on the road. New material
several weeks In recreation: Mrs. Ar of age and over Is 822,434, represent- is due
Socorro County.
to the fact that they payroll now reaching about $1700.
largely
Teie-aSenate Bill No. 42, providing for the
t
thur Ralthel, Mrs. H. G. Bush, Mi'B. ing 30.5 per cent of the population. Of marry younger. Thus, 11.4 per cent T. Bryant, who owns mining property ' arriving daily. Tbe Estancia
At the Deadwood mines at Mogol
execution of the death penalty at the
Thos. Milster, Mrs, Henry Meyer, and such males, 72.5 per cent are native of the females from 15 to 19 years
Plnos Altos, intends erecting a "l,one Company hns a crew of men at lon, a considerable
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tonnage
work
an
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penitentiary made no financial provi
building
Miss Fay McKeyes, Miss McKeyei whites of native parentage, 14.2 per of age are married, as compared with 100 ton mill to treat the ore from his
ore Is being treated daily, delivered sion for
carrying it Into effect. It also
will visit Mrs. W. R, Merrill in San cent native whites of foreign or mixed 1.? per 'cent of the males, and 52.2 mine and also to do custom work for "e Irom mamey to uemuos ana iiaby four different mines in process ot set a definite time for executions, In
He drld via San Pedro and the copper
20 to others operating at Plnos Altos.
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ptr
mines.
development, with still others prepar stead of giving the warden a certain
As a result of this summer's exodus whites, and 2.5 per cent negroes. Of 24 years are married, as compared with i.i now east buying the necessary maing to have their product thus hn leeway so that the other
Grant County,
convicts
of Demlng matrons, there will be giv the 8,927 foreign born white males of 27.2 per cent of the males. In the chinery and will push the work as
A lnrge ore reserve is accumul could not know the exact
died.
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IN

EXPORT8 TO

AMERICA.

Exports to South America havo
thown a phenomenal gain In the fiscal
year which ends with, the present
month. Prior to 1!U1 the total value
of exports to South America hail
never reached 100 million dollars. In
1911, the totr.l was, speaking In round
terms, 109 million dollars, and In the!
current flscnl year which ends with tho
present month, seems likely to ba.
about 135 million dollars, having moreL
than doubled since 1905.
Argentina is the country showing by
far the largest gain In our exports to
South America. The figures now avail- nuie in ine Bureau ui oiuusucb vi m
Department of Commerce and Labor,
Indicate that the total exports to Argentina for the complete fiscal year
will amount to about 65 million dollars,
million in 1905, having
against 23
thus considerably more than doubled
in
In the period
question. To Brazil
the total exports for the fiscal year
will exceed 30 million dollars In value,
against 11 million in 190o, an even
larger percentage of gain than In the
case of Argentina. To Chile the total
for the year will amount to about 15
million dollars, against 5 2 million In
1905, also a gain of nearly 200 per
cent. To Uruguay the figures of ex
ports for the fiscal year which ends
with the present month will aggregate
about, 7 million dollars In value,
against a little less than 2 million In
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BE CALM.

Be calm and keep your
powder dry was the counsel of
a general on the battlefield
several centuries ago.
ThiB is wise counsel
during
camthe present
political
paign.
t
leaders
Do not take these
who are denouncing each other
as liars, thieves,
giingstors
too seriously.
Tomorrow you
may see them marching down
Michigan Avenue arm In arm.
The Republicans will win this
November!
Vou all remember how only a
few short months ago, Holm
Q. Bui-suwas denounced as
everything that is rotten In po
litical life. Today some of these
same fellows look up, to him as
big-- !
an astute, conscientious,
hearted leader who has only
the people's interests at hand.
They are quite In earnest when
they say they wouldn't vote for
McDonald again.
One report from Chicago has
it that Bursum and
Herbert J. Hngerman walk
through the came door at the
same time to whisper into
Rough Rider Roosevelt's ear.
Stranger things than that
have happened in New Mexico.
How foolish, therefore, to
make an enemy of your neighbor because he does not agree
with you in politics.
Or to
make a fool of yourself in denouncing or praising some political leader, whom tomorrow
different
you may view in
light.
One has heard for the past
a good deal of
fifty years
denunciation of gangsters In
New Mexico. But it was always the fellow on the other
side who was the gangster.
The moment he came over to
your side he was a statesman.
If you don't believe it remember Bursum and Hager-ma- n
arm in arm at Roosevelt's
headquarters helping the Rough
Rider who kicked Hagerman
out of office and who gave
Hagerman orders to depose
Bursum.
November 5, will find the ReYou can
publicans together.
safely bet on that.
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Mines and Mining
(Mining World.)
There are many able aud Intelligent
citizens who do not fully appreciate,
or do not appreciate at all, the value
of an efficient state mining and geological bureau. Too often their Idea
of such a bureau is that the office holders are drawing down fat salaries
for sinecure work and writing reportB
which nobody can understand or use.
Or else they believe that It is the
chief purpose of such a bureau to discover mineral resources, and they ridicule the Idea of honest men doing
soch work for teh government lr.sleud
of for themselves.
Apart from scientific work In the
furtherance of educational purposes,
geological and mining surveys do
have a decidedly merltorlus value and
nre. In fact, an Indispensable adjunct
to the
stute. In down ii- HHta .Tnr.un

thera
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THREE HUNDRED CUBAN
REBELS SURRENDER.
Latest Amnesty Proclamation of Gen.

eral

Monteagudo

Them

In.

Bring
,

Santiago, Cuba, June 19. The buildof the Ponupo Management Com-punable places for testing before drilling. ings an American
concern, Bltuated
Mr. .Munn made the statement that
near Lamaya, about seven miles from
"good geologic work in advance of
Santiago, were burned by Cuban Indrilling could easily reduce the cost surgents at noon yesterday. A deof thoroughly testing this region by tachment of
forty marines under comat least 60 per cent." Since the pub- mand of Captain Alexander 8. Will-ianilication of the first edition of the reU. S. M. C, arrived here today
port prospecting in Wolfe county has on a Bpeciul train from Guantanamo to
resulted In the finding of an exten- reinforce the garrison at the Flrmeza
sion of the
ing area northward mines and to protect the property of.
from the old developments at Camp-ton- , the Juragitn Iron Company, owned by
which may result In tho opening the Bethlehem Steel Company of
of a new pool on the northern limb Pennsylvania.
As a result of the latest amnesty
whose southern
of the anticline,-olimb the Campion pool occurs. The proclamation IsBiied by General Monof the
teagudo, commander-in-chie- f
altitude of the oil "sand" ("Cornlferoua"- limestone)
In these two areas government forces, about three hun
came In today and
appears to be practically Hie same. dred Insurgents
surrendered to the military authoriProspecting In Wolfe county has also
resulted In the discovery of a new ties.
Of this number, however, not one
oil pool south of Stillwater post ofbrought In any weapon. This fact
fice, six or eight mile from the Camp-tocauses great uneasiness among the
field and within the belt previous
whites, who regarded It as an indicaly point out in Mr. Munn's report as tion that the actual rebel forces are
study.
of
careful geologic
being worthy
not diminishing.
At this time It is not possible to say
will
new
not
or
this
whether
pool
DISTINGUISHED GUESTS OF
prove to be of much value, bb all the
JUDGE N. B. LAUGHLIN.
wells completed have been small pro-

counties and lesser districts.
The purpose of. a geological survey
Is not to discover mineral deposits,
although this has often been done by
survey Members, accidentally or oth- FEDERATION OF WOMEN'S CLUBS.
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the
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development
property
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"scrapper" and that outside of dltiona at their homes,
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on the flrBt level they
nort on
X one way to do It and that Is to X being thieves, rascals, llurs,
nature
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and are probably 10 or 12 years old.
They make a very surprising growth
under the conditions which prevail on
this project.
Rio Grande Project, New Mexico.
Texas.
First, however, I wish to call atten
tion again to the Rio Granae project,
as this Is one of the most Important
One Hundred Thousand Acres Are Already Under Culti works
we now ihave, being both inter
state and international In character.
vation in Mesilla and Lower Pecos Valleys.
This project contemplate! the build
ing of a dam at a point on the Rio
Crop Successes and Failures.
(irande about 130 miles akove El Paso,
Texas, and about 10 miles from the
station at Kngle on the Sandi Fe road.
The plain, unvarnished
truth ap-- . Was taken over by the government Ttla
... .It.- .-.
eitttuHnn 'to. '"
Wk.
IICVIIU1U-...
,
lilt!
""""""
,.1.1
pears to have been told about the 1,..1
" "a, """" UU"K" lur
Rio orande, rising In Colorado, comes
Carlsbad and Elephant Butte lrriga which today with their Improvements south, passing through New Mexico. It
tlon projects In the hearings before could not be purchased for 10 or even I lows through a very narrow valley,
the House committee on Irrigation of 20 times as much, especially those! which widens again as it flows through
arid lands hold early this year, and a which have been found adapted to Texas..
' ,'
.
'.
growing.
In building the Santa Fe railroad the
printed transcript of which" the New peach
The average size of the farm is too locating parties left the river at about
HEAD
Mexican has Just received.
Actual
large for success. THs is the unfor San Marcial, N. M., and continued
conditions, crop returns, successes tunate feature of the
project. Certain o uth through the Jornada del Muerto
and failures are Impartially described of the
large landowners are attempt or Journey of Death.
This railroad
to the
and furnish the material for an Intel
"Mexican
to
hold
their lands for higher Is out of the way of the Btorage pro- dam or join
ing
uaiu, ount Dy a Mexican corporation
ligent Burvey or wnat has Deen ac- prices and it Is claimed have placed ject. The branch line from
Engle
18
many years ago. It
complished and what ought to be e
contemplated to
title nominally In the hands of west, 10
miles to the dam site, has
purchase a canal about 30 miles long,
of
El
south
Paso.
This has
extending
not been a financial success, and the
property has been offered to us, I think
for J1 20,000. It is chielly valuable for
the right of way It gives through a
illicitly settled community.
iiirw
1?V .
Jlr. Andrus. You spoke of being!

CARLSBAD

AND ELEPHANT BUTTES

IN THE

PUBLIC EYE

Getting Things.
Las Cruces 1b going to get its fede
ral building, thanks to the energetic
efforts of Senator Fall. New Mexico
will have much to be thankful for as
a result of Its election ot Judge Fall.

'

An Arizona Statesman,
Colonel W. S. Sturgis of Arizona,

presented by the War Department to
the President, for the rank of Major.
Whilst on active duty the Army
chaplain receives the Bume pay as
other officers of similar rank. In case
of retirement for physical disability,
or after thirty years' service, the
chaplain has the same status as other
s
retired officers, drawing
pay for life.
Chaplain O'Keefe Is a graduate of
Niagara University, New York, at
which great institution he was ordained to the priesthood aftpr successfully
passing through the academic, philo
sophic and theologlc courses, Immed'-atelafter his ordination he did good
work for several years in the missions
of New Mexico.
Here he also acquired a full mastery of the beautiful
Spanish tongue, begun In his college
In the
studies, and which, especially
Philippines, contributed much to his
success, and the regiment with which
he saw service.
On the personal recommendation ot
Mgr. Chapelle, Archbishop of Santa
Fe, he was preferred a burse In the
Catholic University at Washington,
D. C.
Soon after the outbreak of the
Spanish-Americawar, on the recommendation of His Eminence Cardinal
Gibbons, Father O'Keefe accepted the
commission as chaplain In the Arm
from the hands of President McKin.

who is a delegate to the national
is known as the "defender of
the border.'' Colonel Sturgis owns a
large ranch on the border between the
territory of the United States and
Mexico.
He is 70 miles from a rail
road, although his ranch, on which he
almost
touches one.
lives,
During his experience as a ranch
man he has fought Mexican' cattle
Gates.
thieves, western bad men, Apache Indians engaged In stealing cattle, and
also coyotes and wolves. More than
dozen of these characters who are
gant use ot water, combined with un two
now aervlng sentences in federal peni
expected rains.
tentiaries owe their terms to the vigiVery few commercial orchards exist lance of Colonel Sturgis. Boston Her
under the project at present. Howev- ald.
er, on existing orchards the crop was
Brogan.
fair and the net returns good. More
William F. Brogan has gone to the
attention Is given lo spraying each Santa Fe New Mexican and the New
year, and the expected benefits are Mexican is greatly the gainer thereby. Icy.
realized.
Few American Catholic clergymen
The vineyards are small,
are better informed regarding things
but bring excellent returns when prop- Colonel Johnson.
cultivated
and
The
erly
gar
Colonel Edward Johnson, patriotic Philippine.
irrigated.
dens nltin net ennil rntiirnn whpn nrnn- - Instructor in
Our readers will readily recall the
Albuquerque and t;re
three years? erIy fertilized.
state of New Mexico for a number of Interesting lecture on the Philippines
Mr. Newell.
Yes; it has a capacity
It is believed that a more careful years, and who has been an Import- delivered some months ago By the
'
ot 2,760,000 acre-fee- t.
Many years the leveling of the irrigated lands, es)-lloant factor In the instilling of patriot- - chaplain before San Francisco Coun
'
f
of the river does not aggregate dally the alfalfa lands, would Increase Ism and love for
cil, K. of C.
country in the hearts
For the past year Father O'Keefe
e
that quantity, but the reservoir la
yield 25 per cent. Only about 10 of the children of the state, has obsigned to hold the greatest flood.
per cent of the entire irrigated area tained a year's leave of absence from has been closely associated with San
The estimated acreage of the irri- - tould be considered as leveled in first the board of education at Albuquer Francisco, having under his imme
gable area under the Elephant Butte !clil8s condition. Until the lands are que, and will leave soon to spend a diate charge the spiritual needs of the
large military population on Alcatraz
storage reservoir is determined by be- - properly leveled and the most econom-ginnin- year in San Diego, Ca'if.
and Angel Islands, in the bay. When
ll8e ' water established,
the
at a point about 6 miles
It is understood that the many thoulow the Elephant Butte dam, in Newicr0D 'leld W'H not increase in nropor-MexlcA Good Team,
men of the
sands of the enlisted
and ending at Fabeiia, Texas, ' 'ion to the increased cost of Irriga-f
Socorro county is extremely fortu United States
army en route for
station on the Southern Pacific rail-- ; t,on wnen storage water is furnished, nate in her representatives In the
.
service in the Philippines, Haroad about 35 miles below El Paso. Tne farmers are slowly acquiring the lower house of the first state legislawaii, Guam and China, also those who
Texas, or a total distance of about 150 general Idea of economy in application ture. Messrs. Hilton, Cooney,
and
miles. This area is easily segregated of water ,0 crops, although under the Blanchard worked hard and persist- - have seen service abroad returning on
into five distinct irrigable valleys. At present crude irrigation systems It is ently and It is doubtful whether any j OVerv TTnitpri Stntpa Arinv trnnnrt
..
piltUllg lnto the Government docli8 at
present a portion of each of these val-- j almost impossible to materially better other three members of the house
acIFort Uagon am obllf?od ,0 Temai
leys is irrigated from the natural flow j conditions.
. -ls.
i (rifts
complished more than they did for perforce, for some time on Angel Islcf the Rio Orande, each owning and
The Rio Orande valley has been
J?
r
4
their constituents. With the experi- and, the opportunities for good open
ditches leading from the sldered a very rich alluvial valley; ence they have now
had, the service
river.
nevertheless the source of Its flood that they will render during the next to a priest of God, equipped for His
work, cannot be estimated.
Waters
Is
of
and
destitute
ena
at
the north
vegetation,
of the
ression of the legislature should be
Beginning
LAKE AVALON.
If there Is any class of men which
tne
wniIe
8ol,s;
folsupplied
sufficiently
are
the
located
as
even more notable than that rendered
project
valleys
well the attention of the
lows: (1) Palomas, (2) Rlncon, (3) with the necessary mineral salts so
during the first session.
Church, it is the American soldiery.
(4) El Paso and (5) Juarez,! Portant to plant life, lack humus, and
This holds good, not only in war times,
Carlsbad Project, New Mexico.
employes or friends to avoid the Intent been built. There are about 2,000 men Mexico, and contain a total irrigable another season has passed by without
Leadership,
but also in those of peace. San Franattention given to the subject of
Iff
of
area
222.772
!llttle
I
of
the
about
Mr.
and
was
not
which
acres,
reclamation
act.
until
Btirsum
these
When
at work in the new camp diverting
complished. The following are excisco Leader.
necessity of a fertilizer,
about 180,000 acres are to receive Btor-i'n- e
are subdivided ant! are in the
two or three other Republican leaders
Chaplain O'Keefe entertains dearest
tracts from the report which also in- lands
the river to lay bare the foundation
i unus of men who will
The average yield or alfalfa In the arrived in Santa Fe just before the
age water under the completed Rio
uctually live
memories of S.mtA Fe nnri nf ttn ennii
cludes tables giving river flow for upon them and cultivate them, the for our dam to hold back the water Grande project. Of this Irrigable area older settled district has been about dosing days of the legislative
,
"ion peopIo ag ,t
Guadalupe Cnurch
each month, values and amount of crop production will be greatly in- out of the Rio Grande, creating a lake 68,515 acres were Irrigated during the! 2
to 3 tons per acre, while the new that there seemed to be any possibility
n comnany witn nig dear
Santa p
various crops raised and other data: creased.
acres
1910,1
leveled
from
will
lands
return
69,668
1909,
of breaking up the "unholy alliance n,d fnrm.r tutor and friend. Fnthnr
during
properly
about 40 miles In length. That lake 3eason
4 to 5 tons per acre. The cantaloupe Known aa the
In New Mexico, besides ftie Rio
committee of thirty. James H. Defourl, V. G that he be
Considerable expenditures have been will hold the entire flow for possibly and 78,390 acres during 1911.
Grande project, to which reference necessary for
The Irrigated districts under the and vegetable crops gave excellent ftven the very day before the crash gan bis missionary In New Mexico
on two or three years. The water that
repairs,
especially
has been made, there Is another the old work which was considerably is stored will be let out as needed and Leasburg diversion dam, the completed yields, but were failures financially on came some members of the house
immediately following the completion
account of the local markets being were positive in their opinion that
known as the Carlsbad. In this case run down and In bad
shape when pur diverted from the river at Intervals by unit of the Rio Grande project, and all
ltjof h,8 mudies and ordlnatlon t0 the
the goveriiment purchased an old irri chased.
was Impossible lo secure a vote on
of the Irrigated district above
a series of dams, of which the Leas-burthe j flooded, the acreage scattered, and
priesthood at Niagara University, New
dam were served with anlca"ae ot tne failure of the farmers to tht senatorial question. Yet in less York.
gat on canal for about $10,000. Thisi The Chairman. What is tne condi- The
diversion dam Is finished.
twent-fnu- r
was done at a time when the principal
vote
than
hours
that
en- - j combine and secure foreign markets,
very
water
of
abundance
of
the
reason
that
in
built
advance
is
It
throughout
of
the present works?
tlon
Chaplain O'Keefe later was associadam had been destroyed by flood and
A total of 78,390 acres were irrigated was taken, the committee of thirty ted In
the others is to enable the people in lire season, while the district below
the Parish work of Socorro,
Mr.
We
Newell.
are
trfcm
getting
confronted
the
which
conditions
of
went
the
the
the way
all the earth,
the Mesilla valley to obtain the flood the Leasburg- dam on the west side of; during the season of 1911, and as the
Socorro county, from Lemltar to San
in fairly good shape. The flood of, water In advance of the storage water. the river, which Can not be benefited estimated Irrigable area under the
.,.,
farmers were very critical
,s
Marf( a,OUK. th Ri0 Grande an(1
The, principal crops raised on the July, 1907, tested them severely and" Without such a permanent dam the by the Leasburg dam, were without Rio Grande project Is 1SO.0O0 acres. stood united, and sortie really Import
westward to the Navajo's, with the
ant legislation was entered upon,
Carlsbad project In 1!)11 were alfalfa,
Venerable Vicar General of
t uch Is the power of sagacious politic- present
cotton and various sorghum crops and
From
Santa Fe, Mgr. Fourchegu.
al
leadership.
former
From
years' profitable
peaches.
Socorro, Chaplain O'Keefe was apexperience, the farmers generally left
pointed In charge of the parish of
McHarg Invents a New Drink.
their second cutting of alfalfa for
Raton, by His Grace of happy memseed. At thrashing time it was found
Chicago, June 18. Ormsby McHarg, ory Archbishop Salpointe.
From
Colonel Roosevelt's official contest at- Raton,
that the average yield was less than
Chaplain O'Keefe was elevated
65 pounds per acre.
The seed was
torney, ordered a drink in the cafe of to the ranking English
speaking
a Michigan avenue hotel and not
of a poorer quality than usual and the
narish tn the Archdiocese of Santa Fp.
10
was
about
obtained
average price
barkeeper In the fashionable place 1 e the iulraucuiate Conception at
could mix it.
cents per pound. It takes approxiFast Las Vegas, from whence he was
It was a new one the "grasshopper called to the Catholic University,
mately 70 days to mature a seed crop,
which is time enough to mature three
punch."
Washington, D. C.
"Kindly bring me as quickly as you
cuttings of hay. A poor seed crop and
Not a few church buildings stand In
can," said Mr. McHarg, "four grass- these places, silent evidence of the
hay lost by reason of waiting for a
seed crop, as well as no small tonnage
hopper punches."
Chaplain's zeal, activity and ability
The waiter hesitated, summoned his of former years.
damaged by rain, made the average
be
and
returns for the alfalfa fields much
replied:
courage anew
That he has not lost any of his
,
"Come again, boss."
low normal.
popularity and ability is strongly
order
"Four
grasshopper punches,"
The cotton crop up to picking time
by his late elevation In the
ed Mr. McHarg.
U. S. service.
gave promise of a yield well above the
heard
never
I
but
sir,
Beg
pardon,
To
normal. Delay in picking caused by
Chaplain O'Keefe Is also due th
"
of that drink before," apologized the credit of editing and publishing the
the lack of pickers at the proper time,
the
with
man
big
tray.
first
loss
from
Catholic
considerable
occasioned
newspaper printed in the
"Well, well," laughed McHarg, "you English language in New Mexico
Bhrinkage and high winds. The avernever heard of a grasshopper punch. The New Mexico Catholic," published
age price obtained for this staple was
Listen, then, and I will tell you all a ,
cents per pound.
Vegas In 1S9
about 8
j
.i
aooui u. lane a large orange uuu
WW
of
As the tabulated report shows,
Then
It.
of
out
Juice
the
all
squeeze
Speed the Parting.
the total acreage Irrigated, about 2,500
take a fresh laid egg and beat it up
4
The office of state engineer has been
acres produced no crop; therefore,
whole with the orange Juice. Then filled by Governor McDonald's ap
the average money value of all crops
tnke a dash of brandy, and sprinkle it pointee, Mr. French, of Las Cruces.
is really based on 12,300 acres. The
carefully over the egg and orange The retiring engineer, Charles D. Mitotal value of crops raised was
Juice. Fill the glass slowly with min- ller, who succeeded our feilow townsUsing the land actually
eral water. Then deposit a large man, Vernon L. Sullivan, has proved
"-!.
crops as a basis, the average
chunk of Ice In the glass. It is nour- his ability in more ways than one. Ho
value per acre was $20.95.
ishing and soothing."
was at a'l times courteous and attenthe
Leaving out of consideration
tive to the duties of his office, and
a
The Leader takes a genuine pleasure Carlsbad was greatly assisted by hlin
peach crop which represents only
reIn extending, with the host of San in
small acreage, the comparative
securing the road across the plains
turns from farms up to 40 acres, were
Francisco frlendB, henrty congratula which has proved of vast benefit to
40
from
farms
from
!5.(i4 per acre;
tions to the Rev. T. P. O'Keefe on his the merchants of the plains and others
to 80 acres, the returns were $21.68;
promotion to the rank of Major under who have had occasion to travel beand from farms from 80 to 160 acreB
the Starry Banner.
tween the plains country and the
s
This election in the United States county seat. Mr. Miller has the best
the returns were $15.68. Thes
PENASCO
DIVERSION DAM.
of
were not made from all the
a
reward
him
as
to
conies
Army
wishes of all and in retiring expressfarms on the project, but from about
merit for exceptional efficiency shown es his appreciation of the many cour10 farms in each district of each class,
in the performance of his duties for tesies of the entire press of the state.
where ordinary good care was practic- it has been necessary to provide new farmers have not been able to obtain water for a period of about 30 days, as this shows that about 43 per cent of the past ten years.
New Mexico would be better off with
ed in farm operations.
According to Army regulations en- - more officers like Charles D. Miller.
and enlarged spillways ' to take care irrigation water even when the flood the? were ""able to divert water at the total Irrigable area Is In cultlvaen-i
acted by Congress, and strictly
low stages of the river. The El Paso tlon.
In addition to the products of the of the excessive floods.
c;al.ist,ad Argus.
came. We were able to provide that'
.
ai
ar ueiiai-mn'ii- i
torceu oy me
land the settlers this year sold live
valley also suffered from a shortage of
The developments In and about nam ai a
anu
low
must
cost,
relatively
Washington, an Army chaplain
stock to the amount of $11,230.20.
inusjwater for about the same length of WILD HORSE DASHES INTO
REACHING
THE SPOT.
Carlsbad are such as to Illustrate permit the farmers to get on their feet tmei
In
OCCUPIED CARRIAGE. have shown extraordinary aptitude
Not many new Bettlers have bought
can be done Vith the completed by utilizing the cauals
built
what
many
s
wns
of
the discharge of his duties before this
water
excepllon-yearThe
quality
land during 11)11, although there has
feaago.
syBtem, one of the most notable
e
much coveted honor may be bestowed It Can Be Done, So Sct.'es of Sanl
aiy g0odi as the percentage of silt car-been considerable exchange of
Fa Citizens Say,
tures being the rapid growth of fruit
15. One of
the-rieDemlng. N.
before
one-hal- f
The
Chairman.
That
of
Is,
was
about
that
upon him by (he President.
lands
only
farm property for irrigated
To cure an acning back,
Dr. Swopes' Kentucky thoroughbred
and shade trees.
so selected
was
took
Father
That
O'Keefe
Ian
season.
charge?
government
average
of
land
The
price
under the project.
The pains of rheumatism,
Mr. Newell. Yes. The old canals
Mr. Andrus. How long have these
About 60 per cent of the irrigated horses became disengaged from the by President Taft on the recommen
where cash sales have been made
The tired-ou- t
feelings,
been growing?
a diversion dam were of little lands are planted In alfalfa 1
ner,ven'c'9 ne wa8 drawing yesterday at- dation of Major General Wood, Chief
trees
without
raw
for
acre
$fiO
from
per
ranges
e
You must reach the spot get a
ot Staff, and Secretary of War Stlm- Mr. Newell. The trees referred to value. At the city of BI Paso It will cent in corn and Mexican beans, 15 "moon, and dashed down bilverve-blund to $175 for improved land near
cause.
necessary to provide a diverting per cent In wheat, and 13 per cent in nu0 wlld wl,n fright. He ran into the son, speaks volumes In praise of his the
town. Six years ago, before the work In these illustrations are Cottonwood
In most cases 'tis the kidneys.
carriage containing airs, high character and worth, especially
orchards, vineyards, and gardens. Al- - rear l
Doan's Kidney Pills are for to'
fnll'a is generally the best crop grown Chris Ralthel and Jffs. Edgar Hepp so when there were a doen other
several children, overturned the chaplains in the field for the coveted kidneys.
and gives the beat net returns, the
Mrs. Agrlplna de Gonzales, 102 Gar
yield for the season of 1911 being carriage and spilled the occupants
prize.
"If
At present there are sixteen Catho cla St,, Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: Kid
the average. The yield was to the ground. No one was seriously
Doan's
about 31-- tons ner acre. The corn hurt- The rear wheels were broken lic chaplains holding commissions as September, 1906, I used
which had
officers in the United States Army, ney Pills for backache
and bean cron was comparatively good., 'rPm 'ne curriage.
I
ifaaaa':ati1t!
and doing splendid work In the Philip- been a source of much annoyance.back
while wheat varied- from very poor to
when I arose my
the
morning
conand
the
Rico
Porto
good.
pines, Hawaii,
A CARD.
was so lame and painful that I coulu
tinental United States.
For the season of 11)11 the Rlncon
I knew that my troubls
This is to certify that Foley'sdistrict had a larger area of wheat
By Congressional Act, the Army hardly stoop.
and ,
and Tar Compound does not con chnplnln, on receiving his appointment was due to disordered kidneys
planted and produced on an average
lsM to try Doan's Kidney
more wheat per acre than for the past tain any opiates, any habit forming nnd passing staff examinations, both was finally
I heard
good reports
16 years, the yield
drugs, or any ingredients that could physically and mentally, receives his Pills, by the The
being about
contents of one
"ad nutum Eplscopl," about them.
bushels per acre, while in the Mesilla possibly harm lis users. On tne con- - commission
box ot this remedy drove away all my
valley, under the Leasburg diversion trary, Its. grent healing and soothing with the rank of first lieutenant. At
and I am happy to state that
dam, about 25 per cent of the crop qualities make it a real remedy for the end of seven years' service, after pains
was lost from rust, and on the west coughs, colds and Irritations of the another examination, mental nnd phy my cure has been permanent.".
For sale by nil dealers. Price BO
side of the river, In the Mesilla valley, throat, chest and lungs. The genuine sical, he Is promoted to the rank of
FosteD-MIIburCo.,
Buffalo,
II
'
only about 50 per cent of the crop was is in a yellow package. Ask for Fol- Captain, and at the end of ten years, cents.
and provided he has exhibited "exceptional United States.
t lived from rust.' Many of the farm ey's Honey and Tar Compound
Remember the name Doan's and
ers attribute the large amount of rust i accept no substitute. For sale by all efficiency, service to the Government,"
in this season's wheat to the extrava-- druggists,
he becomes eligible, when his name U take no other,
8PILLWAY AVALON,
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Dr. F. R, Lord came In from Las Lns Vegas and thence by automobile
and some forty are to be added on
InVegas yesterday to attend the meet- to Mora to visit county teachers'
Monday.
stitutes.
Judge E. R. Wright, of Santa Fe, and ings of the board of dental examiners.
reRepresentative John A. Young
Miss Pauline Jarnnilllo and Miss
E. H. McElroy, a Tucumcarl lawyer,
Fe. Mr.
were In Raton the eany part of the Louise Jaranilllo of this city, are turned Mouday from Santa
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train; Conner and children have arrived at
two children, and Miss Edith Haxtou
No. 2.
J. G. Hyer is up from the Estancla accompanied by Mrs. Doepp, R. F.
IN DISTINGUISHED CLAS3.
Los Angeles. They will spend
the
Abbott and Assistant District of Hartford, Conn., who have been In
Judge
M.
Love and
Dr. Doepp
C. Stewart.
Mrs. Don W. Lnsk of Albuquerque, 'summer on the Pacific coast.
valley.
Davles were guests of W. T. Santa Fe for several months are now
Roswell, N. M., June 14. Colonel J.
Fe Attorney
is In Las Veas for a vialt of several
Miss Kuth A. Wlnsor came over made a fine record while in Santa
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Taylor, Barrel
Shelton on an auto trip to Slilprock. in Taos where they will probably re- W. Wlllson, superintendent of the New
In
the
man
bo
to
and
seems
the
right
days with Mrs. C. W. O. Ward. Mrs. Taylor and Kenneth Chls of Kansas from Cowles yesterday.
returned
Sunday, having spent main permanently because of Mrs. Mexico Military Institute, received a
They
Carlsbad Current.
Lusk was formerly a resident of Las city, comprise an automobile party
In looking over the Slilprock Williams health. The doctor has been telegram last night from the secreAttorney J. F. Bonliam of Las Cru- right place.
Mrs. Truman A. Spencer entertain the time
Vegas and has many friends here. 'on the wey from Kansas City to Los ces, was an arrival on Saturday.
and
schools
agency. San Juan Dem appointed physician to tho Taos and tary of war that this school has been
ed the Home Mission Society of the
Las Vegas Optic.
Angeles.
George T. Albright, the Albuquer- Methodist church last
Picuris Indians.
af- ocrat.
designated as a "distinguished institu
Wednesday
Miss Bertha Adelsperger of Notre
Mrs. Fred H. McCahe Is anticipating que printer, Is In the Capital.
tion" among ten others of the United
TUESDAY, JUNE 18, 1912.
town.
Late
at
Callente:
Peter
of
arrivals
ternoon
her
home
north
at
Ojo
the pleasure of a visit from her sister
Mr. and Mrs. David Wlnternltz of
This makes the fourth year
C. M. Stanfleld of Tucumcarl, Is
W. Reed, Sanford, Colo.; States.
wns beautifully decorated
J.
The
home
Poulson,
otAt-NtbBE CURED.
who
of
iMrs. Sarah 'Antler,
Santa Fe,
Las Vegas, spent Sunday In Sunta Fe, with
J. L. McCown and wife, W. H. Mayo, for this rank to be conferred on it,
evergreens and flowers. Delicious visitor In the Capital,
by local applications, as they cannot will arrive 'in Taos next Saturday.
James S. lllack, editor of the Albu refreshments were served and all re
F. S. Blackmar Is a visitor In the Trinidad,
James E. Brady, though it is the youngest school out
Colo.;
reach the diseased portion of the ear. jiaos Valley Recorder.
querque Herald, spent Sunday In the port a most enjoyable afternoon.
Cairo, 111.; R. L. Lander, Idaho; Emll of one hundred competing. The desCapital from Espanola,
There Is only one way to cure deaf- Miss Lena Scheurirh Is visiting In
'
Capital.
Airs. Bergere returned last evening Toblcr and family, Canon City, Colo.; ignation allows the school nn appointNews.
ness, and that Is by constitutional Santa Fe this woek, and attended the
Judge Frank W. Parker was bound
T. S. Walker, Albuquerque, N. M.; H. ment to the regular army.
Miss Annie Brumby of Athens, from a visit to Tres Pledras.
remedies. Deafness Is caused by an celebration of the Both anniversary of for Las Cruces
today going in his
Mr. and1 Mrs. A. A. Wynne of Alba
Georgia, principal of Lucy Cobb Insti
Inflamed condition of the nucojs lin- the founding of the Sisters of Loretto.
for
tute, a widely known seminary
ucrque, are registered at. the Palace.
Taos Valley Recorder.
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
Mr. and Mrs. N. A. Field of Mngda-lena- ,
Mrs. Samuel Eldodt and Bon Joseph
young ladles, Is the guest of Judge
this tube is inflamed you have a rumAlfonso Vigil, son of Hon. and Mrs.
Socorro county, are guests at and Mrs. W. II,
Pope and the Misses of San Juan ere visitors In the
Fly
bling sound or Imperfect hearing, and J N. Vigil, of Talpa, Is expected to ar- the Palace.
Hull at 3!)7 East. Palace Avenue, on
when It Is entirely closed, deafness rive home Saturday from Santa Fe
J. Q. Welch, who was census enum her wal to San Francisco to attend
ine ny, with spongy leett collects the mviKihie germ a of diseases, spreads
has return
of
Las
Dr,
Losey
Vegas
is the result, and unless the lnflam- - where he has been attending
St. erator at
over our food and poison) us with typhoid and cholera. The mosquito with
Dawson, Colfax county, is the convention of the Federation of ed home after a short business Visit them
its bite injects into our veins malaria and yellow fever. The bacteria of con sumpmotion can be taken out and this tube Michael's college. Taos Valley
In the Capital.
Women's Clubs.
here.
or grip, are everywhere present for us to breathe into our lungs. The blood
to Its normul condition, hear-- : corder.
tion,
State Engineer Charles D. Miller
Mrs. .1. M. llervey and MrB. W. C.
Karl H. Vesper and K. W. Couse,
which flows through our veins and arteries is our protection. It should contain
ing will be destroyed forever; nins
Mru, aTw. Pollard and daughter of has returned from an official trip to Reid and son Tom
of this city went
ew York artists, are guests at the healthy red and white blood corpuscles capable of warding off these disease
cases out of ten are caused by catarrh Demlng, are spending the summer In Carlsbad and Roswell.
.
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery is a blood medicine and alterative
germs.
to Clovls this morning to meet Capt. Palace.
which Is nothing hut an Inflamed con-- 1 Portage, Wis., and will be Joined there
made
without alcohol, a pure glyceric extract of blood root, golden seal,
8. W. C. Reld who la
Corporation Commissioner M.
from a
0. A. Kasemun, the well known Al Oregonentirely
dltlon of the mucous surfaces.
grape
lister by Mr. Pollard. They will go Groves left yesterday for Carlsbad to rip to Santa Fe andreturning
root, queen's root, mandrake and atone root, which has enjoyed a
other parts of buquerque business man, is a Sunta Fe
We will give One Hundred Dollars from there for a trip over the great bring his family to Sanla Fe.
gooa reputation lor over torty years,
ine refreshing inthe state, and Andrew Hervey, son of Isltor.
fluence of this extract is like Nature's influence
the blood
for any case of Deafness, caused by lakes to Quebec.
Governor McDonald left last even- - Attorney and Mrs. J. M. Hervey, who
Mrs. O. L. McKnlght and Alva Mc- bathed in the tonic which gives life to the blood
is
tho
catarrh, that cannot be cured
by
Assistant Superintendent of Public Ing for Belen, Valencia county, to ad- - is returning from Woodstock, III., Knlght of Center, Texas, are Santa Fe
vital fires of the body burn brighter and their inereased
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circu- Instruction Flladelfo Baca went to dress the teachers' Institute.
where he is a student in Todd semi-- . visitors.
activity consumes the tissue rubbish which has accumulated
Las Vegas this evening to attend the
lars, free.
during the winter
Judge Richard H. Hnnna of the state nary. Roswell Dally Record.
Elmer E. Veeder, who spent a few
' Alioiit forty yours iw while tn Newark, New
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio. commencement exercises at Loretto supreme court will spend part of his
Jerupy, I bad chills
Superintendent of Public Instruction dayB here on business has returned
and
fever," writus Mr. Michabl Maouirb, of National Military Homo,
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Alvan N. White who returned
academy from which his daughter, j vacation on the upper Pecos.
from to Las Vegas.
I wont to Kansas City and In the flprfng of 1877 the chills and
Kani.
fttvur returned. Doctors and everything I tried failed to do me good.
Take Hail'B Family Pills for consti- Miss Elolsa Baca, grnrluates.
J. N, Zook, the druggist, and John Roswell on Saturday evening where he
I tools
John Lee Clark and F. E. Dearth oi
Finully I saw Dr. flume's Golden Mxlicul Discovery advertised.
pation.
Mrs. Leona Logue of Raton, has ar- - R. McFle, Jr., went on a fishing trip had a very enjoyable official visit, and
In about a year afterward!
one bottle of It and the chills vanished.
In
are
businessmen,
I
felt them coming back so I got another bottle and have never had
Albuquerque,
has rived to Instruct the normal institute to the Valley Ranch this forenoon,
Curry
who Intended to leave for Socorro yesCongressman George
or
any symptoms of fever atruo since. That la all of twenty years afto,
he i the next two weeks. The institute
written friends In Roswell that
A. B. Luken, a businessman of Al-- terday, was detained by official busi- Santa Fe today.
for I had the chills aiwut twelve years before I started to take 'Gulden
.
Medical Discovery.' "
W. D. Shea came home yesterday
Will visit them tne latter part of June.'tnus far has been very Interesting, buquerque, called on Corporation Com-Mis- s ness but left thin afternoon for Ber- Dr, Pierce m Pleateat Pellet arm top liver Ilia,
to
KlUaamSta,
Lillle Hammer, who conducts There are more than forty enrolled tnlssionor Hugh H. Williams today.
the
a
from
business
afternoon
trip
UCUiUU,
uuui vvuuuuu m will &u bU.
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Institute Placed Among Flrit Ten
Military Schools of the United
States.
to the New
Social
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State Supreme Court Refuses
to Take Jurisdiction

in Contest

It

Names

Clerks and Steno
graphers Under New Appropriation Law.

101

Mexican.
i

..

i

FULL TEXT OF THREE
YEARS' HOMESTEAD

I

SENT
PEN

T

r.

juuitmujr evening um supermUiven rive Four of Them Handed Down
tendent of the New Mexico Military Vnilling-De-tja- y
Institute located at Koswell received
1"en Years For
(0
Yesterday Pass on Imporu wire irom rrancia
j. nernun, auju- tant general U. S. army, stating that
tant La wj Points
Manslaughter
the Institute had been placed on the
list as
one of the distinguished
schools for year 1012.
VERY BUSY TERM OF COURT TERRITORY VS. PATTIE TURNER
This Js the fourth successive year
for our state school to receive this
great honor SB one of the best tea District
Judge E. C. Abbott Much Interest in Case by Mermilitary schools of the United States.
Makes Good Impression
chants at Santa Fe and
Under the existing laws, all military
at Aztec.
schools are Inspected and classified
Albuquerque.
each year. Government officials are
sent out from Washington to visit
District Judge E. C. Abbott was verr
The following syllabi In the four
and inspect the schools which aspire, muc
plea8ed wlth the peoule of San opinions handed down by the state
,
iu hub uonor. mis year me isew i,.on
hi
,i,
f.,v mr. tv,
court yesterday, pass upon
iu.uuue was in- - past four weeks during which he held asupreme
number of Important law points Inupected by Captain Simmons on April L0urt. Toother with rierk Ertwnrd
In
volved.
the case of the Territory
-- ,,
15th. As a result of his report and1,
,
,,,,,,.
h. -v- Pattie M. Turner, Indicted and
u comparison with the other school
trees being loaded round
the
prospects,
of violating the Peddlers'
the institute lias been awarded
down and apples already as large as Licenseguilty and
In which Santa Fe
law,
place among the first ten.
marbles. The,orchardists are sprayand
were
This honor entitles the new state
Albuquerque merchants
and
The
Rio
Denver
ing diligently.
much Interested, the case turned upon
to one representative who, upon pass
Grande is making special preparations a
In
defect
the
indictment
bo
rather than
ing the physical examination, will
to transport the fruit In refrigerator
received and commissioned as a lieu
upon the merits of the case.
cars.
In the csbs of the Territory, appeltenant In the United States army,
Navajo Sentenced.
Last year M. P. Short, a graduate of
It was a biiBy term of court that lee, vs. Pattie M. Turner, appellant,
the school, was commissioned and Ik
was held. There were two murder from Santa Fe county, reversed and
now on duty at Fort Bliss. The mere
trials, one against a woman named remanded, with instructions to susmatter of being entitled to appoint
Archuleta who was acquitted on the tain the demurrer to the Indictment
1b
of small Importance. It
lieutenant
plea of self defense, and the other and discharge the defendant. Chief
Is, however, of great moment that
Justice Roberts, who wrote
the
the Navajo Chilllng-be-Gay- ,
school belonging to the state of New against
who killed Richard Wetherlll, an In- opinion says in the Byllabus:
Mexico, governed by the state and dian
Section 4.49 Compiled Laws of 1897
trader at Pueblo Bonlto. The Namaintained by the state, although but
was found guilty of voluntary sb amended by Section 4, Chapter 10S,
fourteen years. old, is recognized and vajo
He was sentenced by Laws of 1901, makes It a penal ofclassified as one of the leading schools manslaughter. to 5 to 10
Abbott
years In the fense to refuse or neglect to take out
of the nation. This too In competition Judge
with schools which have been In exist
ence .and maintained for a century.
i ne list of schools last year to re
..
i.mm..ih
mi $ win miiw m
rrrrniiin in T'r
ceive the honors were the New Mexico
-

Governor MeDonuld was not at the
Capitol today, having gone to Beleu,
Valencia county, to address the Teach'
er Institute
Sute Funds.
State Treasurer 0. N. Marron start
ed off this week with the receipt of
$1.75 from Game Wurden T. C. de
Baca.
Dental Board.
The New Mexico Board of Dental
'
Is In session today and
Examine
will continue In session until Monday
at the Capital City bank building,
Federal Court.
The A. T. & S. F. Railway Company
has taken an appeal in the damage
case of O'Conner, etc., vs. the A. T.
& S. F. In which the plaintiff had been
awarded (5,000 damnges.
Incorporation,
The Silver City Amusement Company filed Incorporation papers today
with the corporation commission, the
capitalization being $3,000, the number of snares 3,000 and the paid up
capital $2,000. The Incorporators
and directors are: William P. Thornton, Mason J. Kelly, Herndon Lehr,
Emmett A. Blevins end Harry W. Military Institute at Roswell, the Vlrlula Military Institute at Lexington
Lamb, each 400 shares.
Va., the Pennsylvania Military InstiWill Have Charge of Rates.
B. F. Seggerson of El Piibo,
who tute at Chester, Pa., St. Johns Mili
has been appointed by the corporation tary Institute at Manlius, N. Y., Ver
commission to take charge of rate mont Military Institute at Xortbfleld,
Vt
St. Johns College, Annapolis,
matters, took his oath of office on Satthe Citadel, Charleston, S. C,
urday. He has taken up his residence Md.,
.
Culver Military Academy, Agricultuin Santa Fe and is already at work on
ral College of .Maryland, and the Agri
'
the problems which confront him. He
was for several years chief clerk of cultural College of Texas.
There Is not a school on this list
the freight rate department of the El
Paso and Southwestern at El Paso, and except the New Mexico Military Institute which was not established and
general freight and passenger agent has been in
existence since before
with the R. G. S. M. & P.
the Civil War with the exception of
The Manneuvers.
Culver and this school 1b more than
Adjutant General A. S. Brookes reold.
The New Mexico
j
V
ceived final word today from Adjutant thirty years
Military Institute will In September
General W. A. Simpson of the Central next
Its fifteenth year. The fact
open
Division, that no United States troops that it starts in with the new state
will be sent to New Mexico this year with
four
to its
as not sufficient funds are available credit is distinguished years
something more than
for transportation.
However, Adjutant General Brookes Is still discussOne thing to be especially noted
ing with the war department the pos- In the progress of this school is that
sibility of sending New Mexico mili- it has remained practically under the
tia to the encampment In California. same management from the very be
The board of
ginning to this date.
Corporation Commission.
commission ipgents has changed but little, the
The state corporation
has organized by appointing George same men having the management of
-.
W. Armijo chief e'erk at $2,000 a Its affairs from the time It was first
year; E. F. Coard. corporation clerk created by an act of the legislative
at $1800 a year; B. F. SeggerBon In assembly in the fall of 1898. It has
charge of the rate department; Juan always been In the hands of excellent
J Ortiz, clerk, at $75 a month, Mrs. men. It has been a working school
Brumbach, official stenographer. Dur- and a growing school. It has the finI
Hi
ing the absence of Corporation Com est buildings and the best location
missioners Groves and Williams this of any school In the west. It has
C. ABBOTT.
DISTRICT
JUDGE
E.
been
enthe
recognized throughout
week. Commissioner O. L. Owen will
tire country as the coming training
be in charge.
school for boys in the United States.
District Court.
Fritz Brandt was given a license and pay the penalty prescrib
In the
entire penitentiary.
In the district court for Rio Arriba There is not a school
west which receives so much
atten twelve to eighteen months for steal- ed, within thirty days after receiving
and
Renehan
county, today, Attorneys
tion from the eastern people as does ing a milch cow, a yearling and heif a notice from the assessor, as provid
Wright filed a suit for Luis M. Ortiz, this
ed In the act, and, It is necessary, in
boys school located In the Pecos er and killing them for beef.
et al, vs. The Archuleta Mercantile
an indictment based upon the section,
Dockets Cleared.
valley.
M.
and
Jr,
J.
Archuleta,
Company,
There were frequent night sessions, to charge that such notice was receivasking for an accounting on a note of
sixteen Jury trials in twenty days, sev ed by the defendant and that he failed,
he SIX MONTH' DROUTH IN
$8,000: that Archuleta pretended
eral of them lasting several days, 34 within the time limited, to pay the tax
EDDY COUNTY 18 BROKEN
had lost the note and the plaintiffs
cases settled other than by trial, 24 or license.
made out a new note to take Its
demurrers beard and decided, 8 cases
In the case of J. C. Gilbert, appel
place; that they have paid this note No Moisture Had Fallen 8lnce Big tried without
Jury, the civil docket was lant, vs. R. E. Lund, appellee, from
Snow Last December McMII.
and that now the Archuleta Mercan
practically cleaned up and so was the Chaves county, appeal dismissed,
Ian Reservoir Full.
tile Company to whom the former note
criminal docket, excepting a few ap- Chief Justice C. J. Roberts, who wrote
seems to have been assigned by ArIn two and a halt years there
the opinion, says in the syllabus:
Carlsbad, N. if., June 13. The peals.
chuleta, claims that plaintiffs are indrouth is broken in Eddy county. No have been only six Indictments which
debted to it in a large sum.
Where appellant has failed to file
law
for
the
shows
well
up
abiding
moisture of any consequence has falSupreme Court.
of error, within the time
spirit of San Juan county. There assignments Section
The state supreme court this fore- len since the big snow last December were
21, Chapter 67,
$4,182.48 In the court fund when required by
noon. In the important case of Reed until now. The conditions on the
a Laws of 1907, as amended by Section
Holloman vs. T. D. Lleb, an election range were good, however, up to a the term began and there is now
2, Chapter 120, Laws of 1909, and adof short time ago, when the dry weather balance of 11,182.48, a remarkably
contest involving the judgeship
It Is con- vantage Is taken of such failure by
financial
when
good
showing,
the eighth Judicial district, handed became serious. The big calf and
motion to dismiss before such default
down an opinion dismissing the peti- lamb crops were in danger of being sidered that 122 petit Jurbrs qualified
one of them served, and has been cured, in the absence of a
and
every
Jurwithout
tion
prejudice declining
materially reduced by Bhort feed lor
In the Chllling-be-Gamurder satisfactory showing excusing the de
isdiction. Only one more Important the cows and ewes. But it has al that
case alone 26 Indian witnesses testi- fault, the appeal will be dismissed.
case remains to be disposed of, that ready rained
the fied.
heavily, though
In the case of Territory, appellee,
The Indian was defended by
involving the receiver's sale of the showers have not reached all
parts. In Assistant U. S. Attorney Herbert W. vb. Richard C. Graves, appelant, from
Las Vegas Electric Power and Transit the CaiiBbad
who has returned to Las Ve- Chaves county, In the syllabus, of the
project about two Inches
Company, which has been in the have fallen the last three days. One Clark,and C. A.
Johnson; District At- opinion written by Associate Justice
gas,
courts for a long time, before the shower alone measured over
an inch. torney Alexander Read being assisted R, H. Hanna, It 1b said:
court will be In vacation.
It Is still cloudy and warm with pros- by E. P. Davles and Edward & MarTo sustain the prosecution of a pris
The supreme court merely declines
oner for receiving goods, knowing
con- pects of more rain. What Is needed tin in the prosecution.
Jurisdiction In the
Is a long general rain to make
the
them to be Btolen, four things must be
that It would
test,
maintaining
proved :
CARLSBAD
DEVELOPMENT
take Jurisdiction only In emerg- heart of the stockman glad.
Water Supply Bountiful.
1.
LEAGUE HAS NEW FOLDER.
That the goods or other things
ency cases like that of the Owen-VaStone contest and Intimating that the
The water supply of the Carlsbad
were previously stolen by some other
district court is the proper tribunal be- project has been very bountiful this Eddy County Boosters Believe In Lib person.
ctric
fore which to Initiate the contest. The season.
eral Use of Printers'
McMillan reservoir Is
still
2.
That the accused bought or re
Power.
opinion Is by Associate Justice Park- nearly full, there being enough water
ceived them from another person, or
er and all the Judges assent to It.
stored to furnish a plentiful Bupply
aided in the concealing of them.
Cnrlebad, N. M., June IX Tue De
for the season. Before the enlarge
That, at the time he so bought
Mrs. J. E. Henry, Akron, Mich., tells ment of the reservoir last fall the velopment League, consisting of the or
received them, or aided In conceal
how she did so: "I was bothered stored water was usually exhausted farmers organization, the Pecos Water
he knew they had been sto- with my kidneys and had to go nearly by June 1st, This Improvement placed Users' Association and tne business ing them,
len.
double. I tried a sample of Foley Kid- the Carlsbad project on an absolutely men'B body of the Carlsbad CommerClub has begun work In earnest.
4.
That he so bought or received
ney Pills and they did me so much siife basis and long dry spells cause cial
New literature has Just come off the them, or aided in concealing them,
good that I bought a bottle, and feel no uneasiness among the farmers.
and Is- the best folder Blnco the malo anlmo, or with a dishonest Inthat they saved me a big doctor's bill."
The improvements at the distribut- press
good old days In the nineties. The tent.
ing reservoir at Avalon are about
reading matter Is well gotten up nnd
The felonious receiving of stolen
EL PASO WILL BE
completed. At the emergency spillREGIMENTAL
POST. way by the head gates, two large tun- the new cuts are excellent. The printthe same to have
er has done his part creditably. Re- property, knowing
1b a substantive
offense,
nels have boen cut through the solid
are already showing of the work been stolen,
sults
From
Returnt
Long Stay rock and have a capacity of 20,000 cuJ. A. Happer
from larceny.
of the association as soveral sales hove and distinct
in Washington and Says Ft. Bliss
One cannot at the same time be a
The steel gates been made to settlers attracted
bic feet per second.
by
Will Be Enlarged.
In a larceny, and in a legal
to the tunnels are operated by power
principal
El Paso, Texas, June 18. "El Pneo from two small turbines, The gates publicity.
sense a receiver of the stolen propPower.
Electric
1b to have a regimental post and that
are bo arranged that they can be openCarlsbad and the project are now erty.
much is Battled," said J. A. Happer, ed In several wayB, should any hitch
In La Cueva Ranch Company, appowthe chamber of commerce commission- occur. On the west side of the dam 1b abundantly supplied with electric comvs. Juan V. Rodriguez, et al8..
pellant,
Co.
Utilities
Public
the
er
since
er who reached home from Washing- spillway number two, an overflow
from Mora county affirmed,
appellees,
The
powdam.
lower
its
power
sehave
pleted
we
could
ton yesterday. "If
concrete dnm, Bet on bed rock. Spill- er Is used extensively outside of the In the syllabus of t;e ' opinion by
of
the
approarmy
cured the passage
way number three is further up the
service. The water for the town Judge Frank W. Parker, it Is said:
priation bill without the amendment stream. The total Bpllllng capacity light
1.
A decree In partition does not
Is supplied from deep wells and raised
of
the
for
the
appointment
providing
al Avalon Is over 100,00 cubic feet per
hy electric driven centrifugal pumps, ereule a new title, but merely segrecommission, ncttinl construction work second. This Is considered
gates the right of possession, having
ample as
lea Factory.
Fort
on the enlargement of Greater
the greatest known flood on the Pecoa
The Ice factory has about complet- the parties with the Bame title under
Bliss would have begun on the first of
riVer was 81.000 feet.
ed Its new addition and the new ma- which they previously held.
July. But the appointment of the com2.
Sections 3180 end 3181, Comchinery Is in place. The old building
mission postpones the beginning of
A sprained ankle may as a rule be was of adobe with concrete foundation. piled Laws, 1897, Interpreted, and held
work until January. In the mean
Jias already been cured In from three to four days by ap. The new part is of concrete. The old not to contemplate or authorize a protime Fort Blls
made a full regimental post by the plying Chamberlain's Liniment and ob- - capacity was about five tona of Ice in ceeding In partition ngalnst persons
hours, while the new will ub unknown owners who are In the acoperatlon of the commission amend- I serving the directions with each bottle, twenty-fou- r
For sale by all druggists,
tual adverse possession of the lands
turn out about fifteen tons a day.
ment Itself,"
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Union County Is Preparing

An Act to rmend

new

ACT

It Will Mean Settlement
on Every
Available Quarter
action of
Public Lands In New
Mexico.,
t
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SEEMS SURE

GO

section twenty-twSanta Fe Might Get It If It
hundred and ninety-onand secWere Alive to
tion twenty-twninety-sevehundred and
of the Revised Statutes of the
United State relating to homesteads.
Be It enacted by the Senate and
CO.
ICE
AMENDS
CHARTER
FROM
FflllNGTON SOUTH
House of Representatives of the
s
of America in Congress assem
All But Three Counties Have bled, That section twenty-twhundred Will Some
Day Form Important
and ninety-onand section twenty- Made Their State Tax PayLink
in
two hundred and ninety-sevePuget Sound to
of the
ments for May.
Revised Statutes of the United 8tates
Gulf Line.
be amended to read as follows:
Governor McDonald has accepted
"Sec. 2291. No certificate, however,
W. Goff Black and E. E. Young of
an invitutlon of the people of Clayton shall be given or patent Issued there- Aztec, San Juan
county, arrived from
Urion county, to visit them on June for until the expiration of three
years Aztec last evening to discuss with
29. He will be given a splendid re- fiom the date of such
Colonel
S.
W.
entry; and if
Hopewell, a railroad
at the expiration of such time, or at proposition for the construction of a
ception according to all accounts.
any time within two years thereafter, line from Farmlngton to Gallup or to
Admited to Federal Practice.
Attorney F. T. Cheetham of Taos, the person making such entry, or if Albuquerque. There is also a possibil-Itwas yesterday admitted
to practice he be dead his widow, or in case of
of the route from
Furmlngton
before the federal court by Judge Wll her death his heirs or devisee, or in down the Chama valley considered. If
case of a widow making such entry the people of Santa Fe
Ham H. Pope.
get alive to the
her heirs or devisee, in case of her proposition. Here connection would
Applications for Citizenship Papers.
Probate Clerk Marcellno A. Ortiz death, proves by himself and by two be made with New Mexico Central and
has posted, the following applications credible witnesses that he, she, or eventually to Roswell and Galveston,
they have a habitable house upon the while from Farmlngton the line could
Camlllo
for citizenship papers:
a native oi Italy: Thomas Hay-de- land and have actually resided upon be extended eventually to Salt Lake,
and
cultivated the same for the term Portland and the Puget Sound, a short
a native of Nova Scotia; Samuel
ot three years succeeding the time of airline from the Northwest to the
Funnagan, a native of England, all of
Santa Fe, and Sven Olson, a native of filing the affidavit, and makes affida- Gulf that railroad builders are beginvit that no part of such land has been ning to give serious attention.
HowSweden, of Otto.
alienated, except as provided In sec- ever that may be It seems almost cer
Amended Charter.
tion twenty-tweighty-eighhundred
and
tain that a railroad will be built south,
The Raton Crystal Ice and Cold
and that he, she, or they will from Farmlngton
to a connection
Storage Company today filed amended
true
to
bear
the govern- with the Santa Fe system, either over
allegiance
with
articles of Incorporation
the
the United States,- - then in the Southern Pacific or the other surof
ment
corporation commission, dividing its
such case he, she or they, if at that vey made in recent years. The ton500 shares of capital stock,
tc be preferred stock to bear eight per time citizens of the United States, nage from the San Juan valley which
shall be entitled to a patent, as in includes one county In New Mexico
s
cent interest, the other
common stock. George J. Pace Is other cases provided by law: Provid- and five in Colorado, Is a very heavy
the secretary and statutory agent, and ed, That upon filing In the local land one on account of coal deposits and
office notice of the beginning of such many producing mines, not to speaK
William F. Degner, the president.
absence, the entryman shall be entit of orchards and farms.
The fruit
Educational Association.
Chief Clerk R. F. Asplund of th" led to a continuous leave of absence crop in San Juan county will be very
state educational department, will on from the land for a period not exceed heavy this year, but will be heavier
Saturday go to Albuquerque to attend ing five months in each year afte each year as the San Juan and tribua meeting of the executive committee establishing residence, and upon the taries carry an abundance of water for
of the State Educational Association termination of such absence the en irrigation.
which will meet this year at Albuquer- tryman shall file a notice of such ter
Work Is progressing on a number of
que from November 7 to 9. The com- mination in the local land office, but irrigation propositions, but especially
mittee has already secured Dr. Phil- in case of commutation the fourteen on the Inca ditch of the Aztec Irrigalips of Denver as the principal speak- months' actual residence as now re- tion Company In which Mr. Black is
er of the convention and will outline quired by law must be shown, and the Interested. The rough work has been
a program for the meeting.
person commuting must be at the completed and the 1150-fosiphon
time a citizen of the United Stales crossing of the San Juan has been
State Funds.
State Treasurer o. N. Marron has Provided, That when the person mak made. The river which has been very
received the following remittances ing entry dies before the offer of final high 1b grad ia.iy falling.
from county treasurers: T. W. Wat- proof, those succeeding to the entry
The San Juan country as well as
son, Lincoln county, $993.42; W. H. must show that the entryman had the lower Pecos Valley are the two
Merchant, Eddy county, $3,313.99: R.- complied with the law in all respects sections with which Santa Fe Bhould
to the date of his death and that they tie up. The New Mexico Central furW. Heflin, San Juan county, $1,C2S.32
Julius Sellgman, Sandoval
county. have since complied with the law In ail nishes ihe bowknot with which to do
M
Rohblns, Sierra respects, as would have been
$1,(181.95; Will
it, if it is extended to Roswell in one
elso Lopez, Santa quired of the entryman had he lived direction, end to Farmlngton in the
county, $181.74;
Fe county, $1,649.84. Thus far, 23 of excepting that they are relieved from other.
the 26 counties have sent in their re- any requirement of residence upon
mittances for May, 1912.
the land: Provided further, That the
It Is now well known that not more
entryman shall. In order to comply than one case of rheumatism in ten
Mounted Police.
Mounted Policeman J. H. McHughes with the requirements of cultivation requires any internal treatment whathas returned from Lincoln county hereTn provided for, cultivate not less ever. All that is needed Is a free apof the area of his plication of Chamberlain's
where he scoured the Capltan moun- than
Liniment
tains for the men who had escaped entry, beginning with the second year and massaging the parts at each appli
from Lincoln jail, but the men after of the entry, and not less than one- - cation. Try it and see how quickly It
spending several weeks in camp in eighth, beginulng with the third year will relieve the pain and soreness.
the Capltans, had made their way to of the entry, and until final proof, ex Sold by all druggists.
Mexico and southern California. Mc cept that in the case of entries under
Hughes says that the range in Lincoln section six of the enlarged-homesteaARIZONA'S DEM. SOLONS
county Is In fine condition and that law double the area of cultivation
ARE AT LOGGERHEADS
most
a
the Capltan mountains are
herein provided shall be required
with
New
beautiful portion of
Mexico,
but the Secretary of the Interior may, Assembly of Neighboring etate Gives
Ice cold springs in practically every upon a
satisfactory showing, under
Many Proofs of Utter Incanon.
rules and regulations prescribed by
competency.
him, reduce the required area of culti
Phoenix, Ariz., June 15. The house
BEST.
vation: Provided, That the above
the bill appropriating
Costs no mors but gives the best re provision as to cultivation shall not ap passed finally
money for payment of the salary of
sults.
Act
of
twen
ply to entries under
April
the governor's private secretary, and
H. L. Blomqulst, Esdalle, Wis., says
nineteen hundred and four,
exhis wife considers Foley's Honey and commonly known as the Kinkaid Act, a bill appropriating $9,000 for the
Tar Compound the best cough cure on or entries under the Act of June sev penses of the militia.
Governor Hunt signed the bill which
the market. "She has tried various enteenth nineteen hundred and two,
establishes a uniform method of ac
kinds but Foley's gives the best result
the
as
reclamation
known
commonly
counting for state officers. BI!1b proof all.''
Act, and that the provisions of this
viding for a funding and loan commissection relative to the homestead peri- sion and a two
percent tax on gross
HOW TENNESSEE IRON
od shall apply to all unperfected enDEAL WAS MADE.
premioum receipts of foreign insur
tries as well as entries hereafter made ance
companies have passed both
Is required:
which residence
houses and were this forenoon sent to
York upon
Moore and Schley, the New
of the
That
the
Provided,
Secretary
the governor.
Bankers, Owned Not a Single
Interior shall, within sixty days after
The industrial school removal con
Share of Stock.
the passage of this Act, send a copy
troversy was settled today so far as
of the same to each homestead entry-ma- n
17.
The
New York, June
govern
the Senate is concerned by the adopof record who may be affected tion of a measure
ment attorneys prosecuting the disso
putting the selection
lution suit against the United States thereby, by ordinary mall to his last of a site in the hands of a board of
Steel Corporation, turned their atten- known address, and any such entry-ma- control. The Cluff ranch in Graham
may, by giving notice within one county Is given first consideration and
tion today to the circumstances Immesteel hundred and twenty days after the after that the board may exercise its
diately preceding the,
trust's acquisition of the Tennessee passage of this Act, by registered let- Judgment.
ter to the register and receiver of the
Coal and Iron Company.
Only one bill was passed by the
John F. Tlerney, former cashier of local land office, elect to make proof Senate yesterday afternoon and that
law
whom
his
under
under
the
the upon
entry
Moore and Schley, from
was a measure providing for building
corporation purchased the stock which which the same was made without re- a bridge in Navajo county for which
ComI.
B.
of
T.
to
Act."
C.
the
of
the
control
this
gard
provisions
gave
an appropriation was made. In the
"Sec. 2297.
If, at any time after House several small
pany, testified that on November 1,
appropriation
1907, Moore and Schley held or con- - the filing of the affidavit as required
s possed on some of which, partic- rolled 24,777 shares of Tennessee in section twenty-tw- o
hundred and
shares ninety and before the expiration of larly the bill relating to the militia,
Coal and Iron stock, 71,700
were made.
ere out on bank loans, 10,000 were the three years mentioned in section hard fights
In the Senate a large part of the
held for safe keeping and 15,000 were twenty-twit
hundred and ninety-one- ,
time was devoted to consideration ot
exchanged with the First National Is proved, after due notice to the
the bill relating to school lands which
bank for other collateral. On
to the satisfaction of the regisMr. Tlerney, Bald that ter of the land office that the person has become in a large measure a poMoore and Schley were not actual having filed such affidavit has failed litical question. The Senate has rec
ommended for passage the House bill
owners of a single share of the stock to establish residence within
six
but held it as collateral for loans months after the date of entry, or which forbods the sale of lands, but allows a lease for ninety-ninyears.
made to clients.
abandoned the land for more than six
Public lands in the state affected by
months at any time, then and in that
bill
to
estimated
are
the
be
worth
When your child has whooping event the land so entered shall revert
$s,ooo,ooo.
cough be careful to keep the cough to the government:
That
Provided,
The fight over Ihe removal of the
loose and expectoration easy by givthe three years' period of residence
ing Chamberlain's Cough Remedy as herein fixed Bhall date from the time Industrial school is Btlll on, but bo
much bitterness has developed that
may be required. This remedy win of
establishing actual permanent res- there Is little
also liquify the tough mucus and make
prospect of anything
And
idence
land:
the
upon
provided
It has been
It easier to expectorate.
being done et his session. Represenclibe
That
there
further.
where
may
used successfully In many epidemics
tative Cocke introduced a motion in
unand Is safe and Bure. For sale by all matic reasons, sickness, or other
the House for adjournment Saturday.
avoidable cause, the Commissioner of
In the House Cunnlff's bill providing
drngglst8,
the General Land Office may, In his
for an amendment to the constitution
twelve
allow
the
settler
discretion,
MAKES
MINISTER
PRESCOTT
to provide for a genral election In FebWAR ON RED LIGHT. months from the dote of filing in ruary nnd biennially in November
which to commence his residence on
thereafter, was killed, there being but
Rev. H, E. Marshall has sworn out said land under such rules nnd regula- one vote in its favor. Many represenwarrants against all the Inmates of tions as he may prescribe."
tatives made speeches declaring the
Approved, June 6, 1912.
disorderly houses and owners of the
bill a mere subterfuge to avoid holdproperty they occupy in Prescott,
ing any election whatever.
nnd announces his Intention of
Mrs. M. A. McLaughlin, 612 Jay St.,
pushing the cases to the limit of the LaCross, WIb., writes that she suffered JUAN GARCIA IS SENT
women and five all kinds of
law. Twenty-eigh- t
UP FOR HIS LIFE.
pains In her back and
men constitute the number arrested.
Dnrnngo, Colo., June 15. Life imhips on account of kidney trouble nnd
rheumatism. "I got some of Foloy prisonment at hard labor in the peniand two
sought to be partitioned.
Kidney Pills and after taking thein tentiary for Juan Garcia,
tracts
3.
The owners of contiguous
for a few days there was a wonderful years for Mrs. Bernardino Atencio, In
ind-urbo
a
of land may settle
disputed
change in my case, for the pain en- addition to a fine of $500, was the
between them by parol agree- tirely left my back and hips and I am punishment meted out in dlBtrlct court
followed
when
which
thankfuli there Is such a medicine as by two separate Juries for the coldagreement,
ment,
by acquiescence Is binding upon the Foley Kidney Pills." For sale by all blooded murder ot Martin Atencio at
druggists.
lgnaclo on May 11.
parties.

Great Reception for Chief
Executive.
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What's The Mattre
With Your Baby ?
ottings. I

EIGHT

HEAVY

SNOWS IN
COLORADO

PERSONAL
Judge E.

R.

at Las Vegas.

MENTION

Wright spent yesterday

REPORTED.

Oldest 8ettlers In Some Districts Do
Not Recall Such an Occurrence,
Temperature Also Drops.

YOUNG

MOTHE

of
No young woman, la the Joy
S. Hcnsley of El Paso, spent
Denver, Colo., june
11). Heavy coming motherhood, should neglect
snows swept across central and south- - to prepare ber system (or the physl- The young mother and many an of Mrs. S. S. Slaughter, 1325 Spruce today in Santa Fe.
Mrs. W. C, McDonald will not be western Colorado yesterday, last night cal ordeal she Is to
present when death came, having been old one, loo Is often puzzled to know St., Pueblo, Colo., and Mrs. Ida A.
undergo. The
THURSDAY, JUNE 13, 1912.
nnd today. The fall measured from a health of both herself and the
111
called to Richmond at the time of the cause of her child's
nalure. The Brlnker, 755 So. Grant St., Denver, at home tomorrow.
William Glaesner.
coming
few
to
Inches
of
two
Iii
J.
Muse
feet
Leavenworth,
loudness of Its crying does not neces- Colo, the only laxative given Is Dr. , Charles
depth. While chn4 depends largely upon the care
William Glaesner, aged S3, for the the accident.
Hie
storms
In
are
was
at
Las
Police
More
for
the
this
Kansas,
city today.
It has been
unparalleled
Vegas.
Many
bostow
herBeIt durlng the
sarily Indicate the seriousness of Its Caldwell's Syrup-Pepsiyears a well known
past Iwenty-fiv- e
GeorKe F. Wlulnms of Glorieta is a
At its regular meeting the East Las trouble. It may have nothing more found to answer most perfectly all
" bellcrd th'lt- waiting months. Mother's Friend
tnllor of Albuquerque, died at 6
fruit
esconferred
the
council
business
visitor
In
upon
Albuquerque.
crops
city
a
Vegas
or
headache
the purposes of a laxative, and Its
the matter with it than
o'clock 'ast night at the hospital from
th(j elpectant mother.a sylI.
Ellas Clark, merchant of Alcalde,
police committee and the mayor the a feeling of general dullness. It can- very mildness nd freedom from gript8m '0r the comln BVOnt, and ItS USO
a comiillcatioii of troubles.
I
Tho anno n,.
J I I
was a business visitor here today.
to appoint all such additional not, of course, describe its feeling, but
power
for
the
V
niakes her comfortable during ill the
Las Vegas Wedding.
ing recommend It especially
to as a
E.
but unions this Is term. It works with and
olliceia as are necessary
Ely has returned from a er tcinparature,
,
(or nature.
A marriage license wus Issued at police
preliminary measure you are saJe use of children, women, and old folks week Clyde In
i
fillmvn I Kir i
and order during the In
the
peaoe
preserve
valley.
Sent
Kspnnola
and
a
Wlnternlts
to
David
laxative.
Las Vegas
gentle
generally people who need
trying a mild
and
.
"....
.....
State Senator Juan Navarro of Morn no fear of frost.
preceding
Amer
of
bowel
stimulant.
Thousands
Mrs. Carrie Leveuson. Both gave period Immediately
Nine times out of ten, you will find
battle for
was a visitor In Las Vegas yesterday.
following the Johnson-Flyn.?'.riKW rx",rle"0"1, AT and keeping the breasts In good con- their place of residence as Las Ve the
Its rest ican families have been enthusiastic
Mrs. C. A. Haynes will leave tomor- first snow
heavyweight championship of tho It Is all the child needs, for
Is
ine
weauuis
It
understood
of
a
brings the woman to the crisis
It
more
about
a
than
lor
gas.
quarter
lessness and peevishness are perhaps
the
Pike's
Peak region In June. It dltion,
4. The various council
on
world
row
via
Pueblo
for
Boise
July
City, Idaho,
In splendid physical condition. The
will occur the hitler part of the week.
due to obstruction of the bowels, and century.
melted as fast as It fell and toward
belief
many
men
that
their
Denver.
and
expressed
Had 30 Minutes to Leave.
baby, too, Is more apt to be perfect and
will be necessary. A once that has been remedied the headAnyone wishing to make a trial of
Mr. and Mrs. S. R. Reese, of Toledo, evening yesterday the clouds scattered strong where the mother' has thus
Rohert Franklin, colored, was ar- extra policemen
that ache, the sluggishness and the many this remedy before buying It in the Iowa, tourists, spent yesterday in Vhe and the temperature moderated.
stated
from
Nevada,
letter
Reno,
Officer
Henry
rested at Las Vegas by
Cripple Creek presents an appear- the police force of that city was In- other evidences of constipation and regular way of a druggist at fifty Capital City.
M
,.M t, .
h,(o. . ,
Sena on the charge of vagrancy, and
ance that suggests the Christmas sea-- ,
time Indigestion will quickly disappear.
51 men during the
cents or one dollar a large bottle sent
"young expectant mother than
B. Romero of
Romero
g,Ten
the
was given his walking papers, which creased to
Drug
son
Johnson-Jeffries
The
to
cato
for
mercury began
the
the home free of charge by simply
Don't give the little one salts,
drop that Bho ua9 Mother.g KrIenQ. ,t la a
Company of Las Vegas, is a business
gave 111 ra 30 minutes to get outside preparations
br.ttle were being made.
n.lc, uMuuigiii yesieruay morn-- , medctn
thartic pills or nasty waters, for these addressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 40o visitor here today.
tmU has nroven ltB Talu9
the city limits.
a
...s.
ums
Auto Party.
were
to
ci.,
Ocean
Ocean
inrown
as
III.
and
Your
will act
naauiy
they are Washington St., Montlcello,
purgatives,
jn thousands of
Fined Nevertheless.
Josephine HeiBCh of this city Is in aside and by noon
to
trans
a
one
was
make
fast
cnsos.
every
Mother's
In
too
on
families
Endeavoring
do.
name
and address
a postal will
the
strong for a child.
John Thorpe, who said he was from
Albuquerque on a visit to Mr. end wearing furs or overcoats. Snow fell
continental tour and to prove that the
Friend Is sold at
Mrs. Isaac Barth.
Santa Fe and followed piano playing
robbed
heavily until 4 o'clock In the after- - drug stores,
route
has
been
L. L. Cahlll of Springer, N. M., was noon. Pike's
for a living, was fined fifteen dollars of all of its
Peak Is in a winter Write for free
dangers. Dr. S. In the act of arranging some water bond. M. L. Hurdln was accused by
among the business visitors registered covering of two feet.
book for expect- by Judge Craig In police coin this S. Crow, of the Van Nuys hotel of barrels In
place when the shock came, John Grimes of shooting a mule be- - at the Palace today.
morning. The court did not say Los Angeles, Calif., and A. G. Faulkner
Southwestern
Colorado was visited 'ant mothers which contains much
to Grimes. The case was dlshim over backwards.
His
longing
knocking
will
leave tomor
Mr. E. C .Abbot
whether Thorpe was fined for being of the same city, will pass through
left hand was burned but not serl- - missed with costs on the prosecuting row for Seattle and other northwest by rain which turned to snow. The valuable Information, and many
from Santa Fe or because he is a Santa Fe within the next few days en
fall was reported near Sll-- j gostlons of a helpful nature,
witness,
ously.
ern points via Denver.
verton, where the flaky white ineas- - BRADFIELD REGULATOB CO.. Auutt,
piano player. Albuquerque Herald.
route to New York City. They are fol
Flood at ManzanoPranks
of
the
Lightning.
enroute
A.
and
Eckert
wife, tourists
Threw Water Pitcher at Him.
ured eight Indies on the level. In thai
A correspondent
lowing the route mapped out by the
wriles from Man to
Farmtngton was subjected to elec- the coast from their home in Chica Tellurlde section six Inches fell, but
At a hearing held at Las Vegas. Los Angeles Examiner official path- trical
Torrance county, regarding the
disturbances last Saturday which
over
Goodhere
of
Joe
today.
In La Plata county the ground was PATHFINDERS HAVE A
Frankle Goodman, wife
finder car, traveling only by day, mak for a few minutes were something recent cloudburst that made torrents go, stopped
I
Edward Mitchell- of Union county, scarcely covered.
ROUGH TRIP.
man, who was arrested on the charge ing It a point to reach some town and fierce. The fun started' with a crash of all arroyos: 'This village was visit-whe- n
who has been In Santa Fe on official
The temperature dropped suddenly
of fighting, pleaded guilty nnd was hotel every night.
The tourists left
a big bolt of lightning struck ed by one of the worst floods in the
in the southwestern
business, left today for his home.
fined $5 and costs. Goodman, who Los Angeles a week ago yesterday and the big cottonwood tree in Irvin's history of the community. Shortly
section of the) Dr. S. S. Crow and Al G. Faulkner,
Maggie D. Clayton of Wlllard and Btate. The storm was unusual and Its ; pathfinders and drivers of the Pierce
was also arrested, was released, there are now well on their way across the
feet er midnight, the storm broke over
starting about twenty-fiv- e
Abner J. Meeks of Albuquerque were parallel
was not recalled by many Arrow car which Is enroute on a trans- being no case against him, his only state of New Mexico.
up and ripping the bark oft clear to the town and the flood raged down the
married at Albuquerque last night.
continental tour, left Santa Fe this
early settlers.
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part in the fight being a desperate at-- j
the ground where the bolt made a big Manzano arroyo carrying with it
Jessie M. Fitzgerald of San Diego,
morning after spending the night here
tempt to dodge the water pitcher Overpowering Effects of Wine Pre- Mrs. John Graham, who was '"ense logs as If they were merely
enroute eastward to Las Vegas. They
vents Divorce.
Great damage was done to Calif., and Oscar M. Goebel of Belen YOUNG HUBBELL FILES
whlch was thrown at him by the en- in the back yard was nearly matches.
stauding
The overpowerlne effects of wine knocked off her feet. All teams hitch- - growing crops. Lucas Zaniora was the were married In Albuquerque yester
SUIT FOR INSURANCE 'retorted a......pleasant l'.l trip from Alburaged frau.
A I
h.. an
.fen hn...A
proven, tne unuoing oi jonn a. .Myers ed along Main atreet
Bad for an Miguel.
plunged and clief sufTerer, the water standing three day
Mr. and Mrs. S. C. Currier of St. He Asks Court to Force
buc.uerqiie and San Antonio they saw
dairyman of Arvada near Denver, reared and those belonging to J. A. feet In his house which was moved
San Miguel county Is obliged to pay
Sophia Hub-bel- l the
country only from the windows of
to Pay Over Some $4,000
out an average of $9 annually tor when he was robbed of four letters by Brothers and T. R. Bousman broke from "a foundations. Night was made Johnsbury, Vermont, who are
a
divorce
to the coast spent yesterday In
f
railway coach since they were un,.h hiM on rolled which he hoped to obtain a
H,.nHn
He Alleges la His Own.
loose and made things lively among as light as day by continuous flashes
deserthe
to get across the Rio Grande at
his
able
from
wife, who,
alleges,
the rest for a few moments. A hog of lightning and some of the people Santa Fe sightseeing.
in the public schools of the county i
.
San Antonio where flood conditions
,
"'"J tour years ago in tauiornia
i , iv,
f ,
was killed at Merlin's slaughter pen thought the end of the world had
Benito Lujnn of Pojoaque, a
f,.,
' ioi
N.
19.
M., June
In exist and
Albuquerque,
J" Tock Fifty Drinks Each Day, and a horse somewhere out nonr come. Vt agons were caught by the
c- shipped their car into Alrw.
n.
resident of northern Santa Fe the district court here
yesterday a
said that they had
left
place. A horse belonging to Hood and broken to fragments."
today for his. home after suit was filed by Thomas S. Hubuell, buquerque. They
county,
Stump's
this fact when compiling his yearly
a contractor of Den Mr.
some rough travel until they reached
Ditch Controversy,
Chestnut was killed In a pasture
spending a day in the capital.
statistical report as superintendent Jones, formerly
for
Jr
1
to
$4,275,
be
the prin-- Alhumieroue but made the trin Into
alleged
ver, consumed fifty drinks of whisky on the mesa. At L. B. Fiirmnn's resi-- j
Justice of the Peace W. W. McClel-denc- e
Manager Frank Owen of the Water
of the county schools. According to a
t.pai ui an insurance policy, less a this city without mUhap.
day for two years and that what por
session of the
the bolt blew out the telephone ,an held an
and Light Company, Druggist J. N. loan
Dr. DesMarais' reiiort there are 7.SSS tion
had
which
collect- been
thereon,
of his income he did not spend
court at Albuquerque hearing the Zook, and Bailiff John R. McFle, Jr.,
"'e are not trying to establish a
arrester, tearing out a sec-it'e-e
children In the county who are of for that Intoxicant he used In the
ed by Sofia A. Hubbell, his guardian, speed record," said Mr. Faulkner
Tof
Chavez
caB0
and
Pedro
Gurule
the
cement
tion
of
wall
to
with
a
It,
returned
from
along
have
fishing trip
is again exclusive oi mircnase 0, beeri Mrs MattIe Jones
on the death of T. S. Hubbell, Sr. The whose home Is In New York
scnooi age-- mis
City. "We
melted the platinum wires in all the versus Toribio Archuleta and Roman the Valley Ranch and Upper Pecos.
vji uus uuiuuer uuij mnnlied vpRlprrinv tn the cniintv rnurt
complaint alleged that this policy had jwant to see how the car will stand
light globes and blew out all the fuses. Nolasco, et al., In which the plaintiffs
Attorney John D. W. D. Veeder has been paid over to Sofia Hubbell about the
4,123 are enrolled in the
at Denver for a divorce.
we
and
travel
also are
rough
'asked lino eacn, for damages alleged left Las Vegas for New York City. Mr.
Farmington Enterprise.
Las Vegas Optic.
Taos Buffalo is Killed for Viclousness.
28, 1911. Interest and the ing out a route for future use. We
to have Deen sustained as the result Veeder is a
to the national
Los Crucet Water System.
delegate
The buffalo at the Pueblo of Taos,
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of the defendants nctinn in turning Democratic convention from New Mex- return of the principal were asked. will return with another style car ov-- A
lue contractors who had the cun- - ,00ge tn waters f a accqula
iewned by Governor Martinez was kill- Arrest at Lai Vegas.
petition was filed by the same p!aln- - er the same route this fall." The vlsl-tivJune ico and will go from New York to Bal
John Cook waB arrested at Las Ye- ed and made into buffalo steaks, roasts, tract for putting In the municipal wa 4th, which it is claimed, destroyed conasking that permission be grant- - tors were greatly pleased with La
timore.
comj
ed to sell about fifty acres of land, Bajada hill which they said was widely
gas by Officer Pierce Murphy upon the etc., the cause of his execution being ter system at Las Cruces, have
siderable property.
Mrs. Connor, Mrs. Shea
of
Friends
valued at $30 an acre, to provide known to all transcontinental autolats
complaint of William Whalen, of the his viclousness. Of late the animal had pleted their work and the'two systems
Milking the Family Cow.
and Mr. and Mrs. Alan R. McCord,
Las Vegas Auto and Machine shop.
gotten to be very mean, and other are ready to be turned over to the
Charged with maliciously milking who are In Long Beach, have received funds for his upkeep and education. !as onB of tne great attractions of the
ana
even
were
of
human beings,
trustees according to the terms the the family cow of Sheriff J. S. Grishan
animals,
Both this and the former action were trip.
Marriage License.
word that they are enjoying the ocean
at not safe around where he was, so the contract. The original bid for the Jose Rubino, a
A marriage license was issued
filed through J. Lorenzo Hubbell,
youth was
Las Vegas to Apolonia Archuleta, aged governor decided to have him killed completed systems amounted to $55,-- 1 declared guilty of Juvenile delinquency breezes and the many attractions ot guardiun of Thomas S.
Hubbell, Jr., SIX OFFICIALS IN NEW
the Pacific resort.
23.
Died From Fear of an Operation,
20, and Florenclo Griego, aged
e
000 in round numbers.
The board In by Judge Robert R. Ross In the
who Is a minor.
MEXICO MAY LOSE JOBS.
Mrs. Helmeiing and her daughter,
Fear of the operating table caused
Both are residents of Rowe.
of the work for the town had ty court at Trinidad, Colorado.
The
Florence, and Miss Maud S. Haynes of
the death of W. J. Brandt at the coun the right according to the specifics- - j boy was alleged to have
Forest Ranger Transferred,
"kidnaped"
It Is practically certain
that the
Kansas, are visitors here R'O GRANDF CONTINUES
C. V. Shearer, forest ranger,
has ty hospital at Denver. Heart failure tions to add to
any line, or to Increase the animal and to have led It to the Coffeyville,
TO DO MUCH LAVAGE. receivers of federal land offices in
again been transferred to the Mineral is given as the direct cause. Brandt the size of any line by increasing the seclusion of a clump of pinions where today. They are taking a leisurely
New Mexico and elsewhere will loBe
the southwest, and this
Hill district, San Miguel county, from fell from a wagon and Injured his contract
the trip through
price in proportion to the he milked her and consumed
The Rio Grande river, whho steadi- their Jobs on the first of July, the
the Carson forest where he has served knee cap. He was taken to the hos- added
morning visited the many interesting
health-givinsenwas
The
As
boy
water
liquid.
systhe
equipment.
ly falling, has not ceased from dan-ag- e House In considering the sundry civil
sights in the city.
curing the past year.
pltal, where his condition grew more tem stands
today there Is a little over tenced to the state Industrial school.
in heavy erosion along the banks bill having voted to omit a provision
Harry Grant Kelly, son of Mr. and
serious. His physician decided that an
Married In California.
Poison in Pudding.
mi!es of pipe which ranges from
eight
arIn Dona Ana county.
The home of for salaries of 11)5 Interior department
The marriage of Miss Anna w operation would be necessary or th two inches to twelve inches and afWhile making a chemical test of a Mrs. H. W. Kelly of Las Vegas,
would be useless. Brandt worried
well known brand of gelatine, officers rived on the California limited from Benigno Telles, with windmill and officials of that rank. Although the
Vance, formerly a teacher In the New
a
water
fords
of
system
pro
been
complete
he
where
Denver
has
attending pumping p'nnt, went into the river, Senate will restore the appropriation.
Mexico Normal University, to James over the thoughts of an operation and tection in case
of fire as well as a of the federal pure food Inspection de school at Sacred Heart college for the and his orchard of the finest peach it Is conceded that the House will be
K. Coxen, who was at one time teach- died.
partment at Denver, say they discov
for
other
domestic
and
In
Is
a
supply
pure
He
student
the pre trees in the valley, followed. A. F. victorious in having it stricken out.
MONDAY JUNE 17. 1912.
er of manual training at the Normal
ered arsenic In such quantities that the past year.
purposes. Over nine miles of sewer
Carpenter has lost several acres of
Lightning Kills Cow.
of a large amount of the gela- paratory department.
school, occurred in Santa Ana, Calif.
Secretary of the Interior Fisher
eating
Paul Doran, formerly manager of the fine wheat and young alfalfa by a has recommended the abolition of
Lightning killed a fine cow belong- - pipe have been laid in the completing tine would cause fatal results in many
Special Troop Train
hotel and now state agent for bend which has formed In hiB land. these
Palace
10 John Burns near Naravisa, Quay of this contract, and as a result the cases.
A special train of nine cars of
Allowances are made for a litoffices, leaving the local and
an auto concern has gone to Kokomo, At Berlno the river has
total cost of the completed systems tle arsenic in
formed a very office affairs to the various registers.
diers and equipment en route from county.
gelatine, because of the
home of the Haynes auto,
the
close to $75,000 on account
will
run
Indiana,
New
Mexico
Odd
Fellow
Sold.
In
bend
crude hydrochloric acid in it. In the
front of the lands of
San Francisco to Fort Leavenworth,
abrupt
The New Mexico Odd Fellow, the of this added mileage of pipes. The particular brand under Investigation to learn fully about the car and to at Gibson and Snyman and is overflowKansas, passed Laray yesterday aftertend a factory house warming as the
noon. The soldiers have been on official organ of the grand bodies of above sura was realized from the there is said to be eleven or twelve
ing crops that have not been under
CHANGE IN PALACE
guest of the company.
sale of sewer and water works bonds times more than is allowed by the
water all this season. It Is reported
duty In the holdings of the United New Mexico, has been sold by Grand
roy
HOTEL MANAGEMENT.
of
Jack
John
tile
promoter
Curley,
States In the Pacific ocean.
Chaplain W. Arthur Jones, the editor and the provisions of the bond issue al commission of London, by whose
La
Union
that
ditch
head
the
has been
S. A. Akins, a hotel manager
bout, left this afternoon on
fund standard the
to
all
use
made
it
this
and
necessary
at
coun
publisher
food
Naravisa,
of
left
and
the
Quay
Chamberpure
current
the
of experience
department
from Kansas
by
Crank Broke His Arm,
train No. 1 for Albuquerque on a short
ty, to E. R. Vallandlngham, of Dem for construction purposes only.
this country Ib governed. The pure business
Ino head Is badly damaged. The three
City, has acquired the famous
Simon Lewis, son of Mr. and Mrs.
trip. He was accompanied
food officers say that In some cases
ing, who will issue the July number
1312.
.
JUNE
WEDNESDAY,
19,
Saints
St
cut
ditch
old
is
Palace
aiSo
hotel, Santa Fe's
pretty badly
Ben Lewis, who Is employed In the of
Mrs. Curley and Herman Ilfeld,
the magazine.
even a taste of the gelatine would by
Resisted an Officer.
to Jt foremoBt
up. The Santa Fe has managed
hostelry for many
of the local promoters
the
one
of
"
Arrested for Horse Stealing,
Jose Sanchez was fined $25 and prove seriouB.
i
hold the track at Vado, where the cutyears, and will make many Im- mechanics
bout. Las Vegas Optic.
helper, suffered a broken
Jeli Woodward at Nara Visa,
.
costs at Las Vegas for resisting an
, .u
Began In Fun.
i .i'
provements that will give the
Our dear friend, the Hon. William ting has been especially heavy, but Is
'
the
with
Constaassistance
of
Several
... T'"
.r. county,
v
officer.
i
years ago, in a spirit of fun, H. Andrews, will be in Las Cruces in having trouble north of Las Cruces. '
hotel a thoroughly modern and
hie
arrested
Charles
Sanders
Hooten,
7.7
..
an
Will Fight Extradition.
Harry Beldelman,
JS satisfactory service.
employe of llij a day or so to visit with Major
terms of tne auto st. i. kicked break-- '
ia"d Sam Terri on the charge of Dr. Welsh, alias West, held at Al New York, New Haven & Hartford
Sundays, special dinner will
Mr. Andrews
has many GASOLINE GOES UP;
ing hi, right forearm near the wrist.
Llewellyn.
,
The arrest
railroad
on
from
at
Colorado
and
Miss
orders
$
Marion friends here who will be
Hartford,
buquerque
Seventh Newspaper for La. Cnices.
AUTOISTS MAKE PROTEST. 3( be served for local business-glad to see
,
E.
horse
!liear the
in
Is
which
Welsh
Shoeman,
of
daughter
Springs
charged
men and their families at 50
The plant of the defunct Rincon
him looking so well and that he Is
wm
recovered.
The
luggJr
of
with
and
will
Shoeman,
a
bigamy
Si
Allentown,
need
light
Pa.,
perjury,
began
cents, thus supplying a
Recorder Is being moved to Las Cru- so well satisfied with things in gen- Colonel Sellers, Mayor of Albuquer
longtd t0 Fred Frltk of Tucumcar.
correspondence through a matrimonial eral. Rio Grande
Si that Santa Fe has frequently
requisition.
ces to establish the seventh news- Republican.
que Call! Meeting of Assocla.
Good Woo) c
bureau. Finally Mlsa Shoeman after
The Visitors Quit
voiced of late. Other an- a successful
H. P.
Christensen,
paper and the sixth printing plant In
tion to Find Out Reason.
j
Mrg Fran(,,8C0
A Sunday baseball game at Las' they had exchanged photographs, inGaUeg0, & SonB
Si nouncementa
will be made
at Long Beach,
estate
real
the town. Father Vander Maesen of bave leased the tchooI Becton
operator
on,( Cruces came to a sudden end, when vlted Beldelman to call on her. He
Si later.
Las Cruces is to be the editor and
u,. weBt nf jgatii Q,,av COUnty have the visitors from El Paso quit thefarrived a few days ago, and they Idcn- - California, who Is visiting his daughAlbuquerque, N. M., June 19.
Mrs. C, C. Catron and Mrs. Frank Charging that since the law waB en- the paper is to be both English and built shed nnd ;:re now
shearing game and the umpire gave the game titled each other by means of a white ters,
Spanish.
carnation worn by each. After tak- J. Lavan, declares that he knows of ncted abolishing the coal olj Inspec
sheep. They are expecting to have a to the home team
no other town as certain of growth tors Job, the price of gasoline has
Wedding at Wagon Mound.
force of 40 shearerB at work in a
The Clovis Riot.
ing a stroll they became engaged and
PIIPTIIPF CHRP
and prosperity as Santa Fe appears ku.-The marriage of Miss Clara Voren- - few days, and from the 15,000 head to
uumo a gnnuu. fuiuuci
. .....
..
John Klser, charged with having were married by the Rev. C. F.
up
..,
to be.
d. k. b. sellers, mayor of this city "eiiaDie.saie, sure. i per Doui.,prepaia
in Christ Reformed church.
berg and Alfred J. Katz of Phlladel- - be sheared are
expecting 90,000 Incited a riot to drive the negroes
Dr.
ar
A.
of
'
J.
Reidy
fcxternal Application
Albuquerque,
and head of the state automobile as- afSale of State Lands Set Aside.
phla, occurred at the Vorenberg home pounds of wool, basing their estimate from
was released
Clovis,
In Wagon Mound.
No Inconvenience,
Dr. Samuel Pelper, on the yield of those already sheared, ter a hearing before District Judge
sociatlon has called a meeting of the I
By a decision of the supreme court rived In the city last night to peran
form
Mrs.
rabbi of Congregation Monteflore at
upon
Harry
of
operation
association for Friday night at the It work while you sleep Send
J. T. Mctiure. There was no direct
Colorado, which declares the sales
Damage By Flood.
Las VegaB, officiated at the services.'
An unusual heavy down pour In the evidence against him.
of two sections of state land near Moulton who is a patient at St. Jo- CSommercial Club here to enter a j
your orders now.
one
Is
of
Dr.
Miss Emma Vorenberg, the bride's sis- - PIntada canon country caused a rapid
I
to
Reidy
hospital,
seph's
C.
B.
in
Denver. Wray
DR. NELSON MEDICINE CO.. UTICA, N. Y.
Extinguishing Red Light
Biiggs and L. D. Brown
piotest and star' an Investigation.
ter, acted as maid of honor and Walter raise of the Agua Negra and the
On a vagrancy charge preferred by were conducted Illegally,, the school the best known surgeons in the Duke
Vorenberg, her brother was best man. breaking of the big railroad reservoir Hnenff Sullivan, Abe Goodman ondjiuna nas Deen saved $18,500, acccrd City, having recently performed a number of difficult operations at the hos
Jailed for Breaking Quarantine.
near Pintada station. 1 lie wall of Fred Mitchell, two of the principal i Ing to President Keating of the
state land board. The land was pitals there.
Charged with violating the state water freed by the breaking of this
at Denver, were
Colonel R. E. Twltchell, Santa Fe
quarantine law, Atanaclo Lobato of dnm swept over the valley and In some eneed to thirty days in the county 'sold In 1905, one section at $6 and the
Sapello was arrested at Las Vegas. Lo-- places, notably the J. W. Wood ranch, Jail by Justice of Peace MorrlB,
otner at $10 an acre. Two years after attorney and well known historian,
bato pleaded guilty nnd was sentenced did considerable damage. Wood lost
the sale It was charged that the ad- arrived yesterday noon from Albu
Tucumcari After New Railroad.
to 20 days in the county Jail.
The a number of fruit trees and some
The chamber of commerce of Tu vertisement required by law had ap- querque on federal court business.
house was placed In quarantine falfa.
cumcari is working on an extension peared In only a few copies of the Colonel Twltchell's second volume of
at the direction of M. F. DesMarais
of the Dawson railroad from Tucum- editions of the local
Young Downey Hurt,
newspaper. Suit New Mexico history Is from press and
and Lobato was charged with breaking
News has been received here of an cari to Texlco. It is to be a link In a was brought to set aside the sale on he Is at work on several monographs,
quarantine and tearing off the plac- - accident to young Montgomery Dow-ar- railroad to the gulf which would car the ground that, the purpose of the ad one of them oi especial Interest loAt first the sentence of
the ney, son of J. B. Downey of the Elec-cou- ry coal from the Colfax county coal vertisement was defeated when It was cally, to be entitled "Famous People
was a fine of flO and costs, but trie Light and Power Company of Sil- fields to the Panama canal.
not printed In the entire edition. The Who Have Lived at Santa Fe."
as the man was unable to raise the ver City but formerly of Santa Fe. He
Drunken Brawl.
supreme court held tho advertisement
20
In
In
the
Charles
a precarious' was Illegal and the sale Invalid. An SUDDEN DEATH OF
days
necesBury cash,
county was struck by a large crane used
Phillips lies
Jull was the alternative.
in operating the Chino concentrator condition at Albuquerque as the result appraiser of the board
W. R. THOMAS AT DEMING.
yesterday val- at Hurley, breaking his collar bone and of a drunken brawl over water rent. ueu one section at $15 and tho other
Improving Planting Station.
Superintendent Burrall of the Gal- - otherwise painfully injuring him. Ho Simon Torres, alias Juan Garcia, P. at $:!0 an acre. The board will demand
Demlng, N. M., June 17. W. R.
Unas planting station, 40 miles east of Is now In the
Thomas died suddenly today at noon
hospital. His parents Benavldes, Caesnr de la Cruz and Mrs. rent for the past Beven years.
santa fe has made many Improve- are out of town on a camping trip.
Josefa Avlla were arrested. The last
presumably of heart disease. He was
nientB on the premises by grading and.
two were dismissed, Benavldes was COLORADO LIFER IS
& Rio
TUESDAY, JUNE 18, 1912,
alone when he died and was discovera
held under $100 bond while Torres
seeding
lawn, building a retaining!
Meteoric Iron,
SOUGHT BY OFFICER8. ed a short time thereafter In his room.
wall and removing rock from
the
w, A. Reld found a piece of mete-sceni- will be given a nearlng on Saturday.
Mr. Thomas enme to Demlng In 1900
IN EFFECT
c
road through the property
Lazaro Trujlllo and Fellow Convict and engaged for a number- of years In
Wedding at Las Vegas.
lron neor tl(e Southwestern de.
sides clearing much additional land' pot at
A.
Father
of
Work
At
on Roads In Colorado
Rnbeyrolle, formerly
the cattle business near Aden. Subse
Vaughn, G.iadnlupe county. It
for tree seeding and garden purposes.
Make Good Their Escape.
about tnree n(,ll!8 n dln,eter and Santa Fe, at Las Vegas officiated lit
quently, he was a partner of C. L.
the
of
Transplanting into the forest on the
MclnMiss
Elizabeth
wedding
,
Trinidad,
Hubbard
in a blacksmith shop. All
June
1!).
baD,
Officers of the
hag
..
of Rocky Ford, Colorado, to John COUntV lind aitita
headways o the Tecolote continues
t
:
etiH-:- u
iii u of his people are In Kentucky, and he
l
,,
am)ttl,inM ot havlng been 1)url tyre
for Leandro Martinez nnrt has a fifteen year old daughter with
e molten body of a meteor iweii oi i,as vegas. miss Delia
"'
X 7,"
,
.
Albuquerque Girl
,
intyre, sister of the bride was maid oflLnzaro Trujlllo, convicts, who escaped relatives in Paducah, Ky. The time
honor and James McGovern w;as best yesterday from the Heaver creek road has not yet been set for the funeral.
rarmer oirucK oy uignining.
Friends In Albuquerque have reman. Miss Marie and' Lucy Clcmenln camp near Puebld.
B. V. Little, who lives about three
ceived the sad news of the death re"I Love You Truly," and Miss
Both men were sent up from Las LIGHTNING KILL3 HERDER
miles north of Vaughn, Guadalupe sang:
Ida Iaird played the wedding march. Animas county, Trujlllo to serve a life
cently In Richmond, Cal., of Mrs.
NEAR TRINIDAD, COLO.
a
He
recolved
shock.
lightning
before her marriage Miss Jose county,
Two Peculiar Cases at Estancla.
sentence for the murder of J. Basko at
phine McDonald of Albuquerque. Mrs.!1""! Planted some fluxseed and was
.nine t,uBiiiigne was accusea ar r;s- - Btaravine on October 13, 1904.
Frederlco
a
For Information as
Romero, a sheep herder,
Parney wn fatally Injured In nn auto- - engaged In harrowing trying to finish
by Ernest Riccon of assault tinez was sentenced In September, 26 years old, was struck by lightning
bofore
the
rain.
He
had
some
mobile accident
weeks ago, death
threatening
call on or
with Intent to kill, but the hearing in 1909, for the attempted hold nn and In Union county, near the Colorado
to
D. & R. Q. Agent or
finally resulting. A. B. McDonald of finished and the rain was coming justice of the peace court wound up robbery of the pay wagon of the Vic- - line, and Instantly killed, thirty-fiv- e
D.
&
T.
W.
P.
F.
11 North Fourth street of Albuquer- - down heavily us he went In
to the uy Mr. ami Mrs. uasraigne ana Klccon
Fe.
A.,
Shea,
Fuel Company at Grey miles east of here, while driving his
'flock.
que, an uncle ot Mrs. Barney, wasbarn to put up his team. He was just being required to give $U0 peace, Creek.
Mrs.
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. All Stations East and West
FROM

Stations on the Denver
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i
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Grande

June 1st to September 30th

,,,,

Return Limit, October 31st.
Liberal Stopovers.

etc.,

write

to rates, reservations
any
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